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The current model of cosmology, the Friedman-Lemaitre-Robertson-\Valker model, 
assumes that the universe is approximately homogeneous and isotropic on very large 
scales. Further assuming flatness and dark energy in the form of Einstein's cosmo-
logical constant A then implies that the latter contributes roughly 73% of the total 
energy of the universe, cold dark matter (CD'\I) 23SiC, and baryons, the matter we 
are made, only 4%. Although this so-called ACD;"I model can explain the bulk of 
present cosmological observations with great accuracy. we have no theoretical un-
derstanding of what A actually is, and ,vhere it comes from. Recently, however, 
it was shown that another particular exact solution to Einstein's field equations, 
the Lemaitre-Tolman-Bondi (LTB) solution, can be used as an alternative to dark 
energy if we are placed at the centre of a large (few gigaparsecs in size) nonlinearly 
underdense region of the universe, or void. Various void parameterizations, includ-
ing one capable of reproducing the ACDl\l distance modulus to arbitrary accuracy, 
are tested here against the recent Constitution sample of 397 type Ia supernova (SN) 
as well as the Hubble rate data. We find better fits to these datasets than that of 
the ACD.\l model, and, in contrast to that seen in literature, show that current SN 
data alone cannot distinguish between void models and that of ACD.\1. While the 
Hubble rate data will help in the future to distinguish these two models, pertur-
bation theory may also be developed to allow for further constraints from Baryon 
Acoustic Oscillations and the Cosmic l\Iicrmvave Background. In fact, in a recent 
paper, we have explored linear perturbation theory about LTB models, and include 
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Introduction and Review 
The idea that we are living in a universe whose expansion is accelerating is baffling 
to anyone familiar with the concept of basic Newtonian gravity: if the contents of 
the universe is supposedly dominated by matter (or similarly any pressureless fluid) 
at present, then why is the expansion rate currently speeding up, instead of slowing 
down? \Vell, the current generally accepted ans,Yer to that question is that our 
uniYerse is not dominated by known matter at present, but by some unknown fluid 
with a negative pressure ~ coined dark energy ~ which behaws as 'anti-gravity' 
would, pushing the fabric of space on which (clusters of) galaxies liYe faster apart 
than gravity can pull them together, and may just be the culprit in this whole 
dilemma. 
This idea has led to the development of the ACD.:\l cosmological concordance 
model, built on the Friedman-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric which 
combines two assumptions: that the uniYerse around us is without a preferred direc-
tion (isotropic), and the Copernican Principle (CP), which states that our position 
in the uniYerse is not specially favoured [1], holds. The universe is then forced to be 
homogeneous (all points in space look the same) and we end up with the Cosmolog-
ical Principle ~ a universe which is isotropic around every point. A simple model 
indeed, yet it can explain the bulk of what we obserye today with great accuracy. 
However, it comes at a price: the visible baryonic matter we seem to know and 
understand from measurements in the laboratory makes up approximately only 4% 
of the total energy of the universe, leaving us to explain exactly what makes up the 
rest. In fact, we now know that this remaining 96o/c actually contains two 'dark' 
contributions: approximately one quarter in the form of cold dark matter (CDM), 











CHAPTER 1. ISTRODUCT10S /LVD REnEH 2 
Although there has been much progress in understanding the nature of CDM, 
we still have no clue what A is, and where it comes from. Indeed, we know, at least 
mathematically, that the cosmological constant is equivalent to the vacuum energy. 
However, calculations of the magnitude of the latter exceed that of A by some 
120 orders of magnitude - this is known as the cosmological constant problem [2]. 
Another problem concerning A is the conincidence problem: if the energy density of 
the cosmological constant remains the same throughout the history of the universe 
(i.e. p,\(t) = PAo), and the energy density due to matter P.\! was larger than PA in the 
past and decreases (as PM (t) IX t-2 ) over time, then why are the magnitudes of these 
quantities so comparible today, exactly at the time we are measuring them? These 
issues may be due to (some of) the assumptions (i.e. homogeneity and isotropy) 
of the standard model not being valid, or it may just be the case that our univese 
is is stranger than we thought, or both. Either ,vay. it is worth exploring all the 
possibilities, in the hope that we can pin down the true nature of our universe. 
Perhaps, the first logical step is to find which models can explain the current 
cosmological data without invoking A, and perhaps dark energy in general. Recently 
there have been many investigations into possible alternatives to dark energy, from 
modified gravity, brane-world models and backreaction (see [3, 4.5,6] and references 
therein). to even using some of the already existing exact solutions to Einstein's field 
equations, namely the isotropic but inhomogeneous Lemaitre-Tolman-Bondi (LTB) 
spacetime and the anisotropic, inhomogeneous Szekeres solution, respectively. In 
particular, the idea that we shall focus on in this thesis is that which assumes we 
(the observer) occupy the centre of a large (rv few Gpc in size) underdense region of 
our Universe, or void. The latter is usually modelled using the inhomogeneous LTB 
metric which exhibits spherical symmetry about the centre [7, 8, 9], and contains 
only a pressureless matter fl. uid (or dust). l\loreover, in such a model, our Local 
Group would have to be within roughly tens of megaparsecs (Mpc) of the centre 
of the void [10] in order to be consistent with the observed isotropy of the Cosmic 
l\1icro,vave Background (CMB) [11]. In any case, this model violates the CP -
the principle upon which our current concordance model is based. But of course, 
the CP has, to this day, not yet been proven. In fact, observations of the spatial 
distribution of local galaxy clusters reveals large overdensities (e.g. the Shapley 
Supercluster [13], see also [14] and references therein), walls (e.g. the Sloan Great 
\Vall, with length rv 400 Mpc, see [15] and references therein]), filaments and voids, 
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homogeneous. Although the assumption for homogeneity is meant to hold on larger 
scales, what exactly the size of that scale is, is not clear. Is violating the unproven 
CP then such a terrible thing if we were able to explain all of the observations 
without dark energy? 
At the moment, of course, void models have not yet been properly scrutinized 
with all of the available cosmological data (see section 1.3 for a review). For instance, 
they are yet to be shown to agree with the full Ci\IB angular power spectrum since 
this requires linear perturbation theory to be carried out in these models - which 
has, in fact, been attempted by Zibin [16] and, more recently, explored by the author 
[17] as shown in Appendix C. 
In particular, we shall make use of the largest SN sample to date, the Con-
stitution dataset [18], as well as the Hubble rate data [23] to constrain our void 
model parameters, and leave the testing of our models against such observations of 
structure formation for future work. 
In the next section we highlight some of the key events in history that led to 
the current concordance model of cosmology. \Ve will then briefly discuss some of 
the important observational data used in cosmology today, starting off with the 
particular observations we have used in our study, and ending with observations 
that can, at present, only be completely analyzed in FLR\V models. Thereafter we 
provide a brief review of LTB void models, and quickly touch on other alternatives 
to dark energy. In the first section of Chapter 2 we introduce the basic theory 
governing homogeneous and isotropic cosmologies, and in the second section we 
tackle the theory involved in the inhomogeneous and isotropic LTB models. In 
Chapter 3 we introduce and discuss the void models we consider, and Chapter 4 
concerns the testing of these models against present cosmological data. \Ve then 
finally conclude in Chapter 5. 
1.1 The Standard Model 
Soon after Albert Einstein proposed his general theory of relativity (GR) in 1916, 
he introduced a 'cosmological constant' A into his field equations - which assumed 
a simple homogeneous and isotropic Friedman-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) 
spacetime - in order to exactly balance the attrative gravity of matter as he believed 
that the universe was static [24]. However, when Edwin Hubble discovered in 1929 
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born: the basic conjecture being that the universe (and spacetime itself) began 
from an extremely hot, dense and microscopically small point some time in the past, 
created all the light elements in the process of (Big Bang) Nucleosynthesis (BBN), 
cooled throughout as it expanded, and any irregularities in the matter distribution 
that existed condensed via gravitational collapse into the galaxies we see today. 
Although the motivation for A was consequently lost, it was nevertheless resurrected 
(see e.g. [26, 27]) and subsequently discarded many times after that. 
The discovery in 1965 by Penzias and \Vilson [28] ofthe nearly uniform (to about 
1 part in 105 ) microwave background radiation temperature (T ~ 3K) left by the 
Cl\IB (i.e. the 'surface of last scattering' where photons decoupled from matter 
some three hundred thousand years after the big bang) served as an important 
piece of evidence for the 'hot' big bang hypothesis: if the universe indeed started 
off from such an extremely high temperature, then all of the matter present could 
only exist in an ionized state (i.e. electrons and protons, in addition to photons). 
As the universe expanded and cooled, Thomson scattering would continue to take 
place between the baryons and photons, until temperatures were cool enough (at 
T ~ 3000K) for electrons to combine with protons to form atoms, at which point 
(roughly) the photons any baryons decouple from each other, allowing the photons to 
free-stream throughout the cosmos [29]. \Ve then measure that residual background 
radiation today (after the universe has cooled significantly) as the Cl\IB surface 
if it were a perfect blackbody (see [30] for a revie\-v on the Cl\IB). Penzias and 
Wilson's discovery also backed-up the validity of the assumption that the universe is 
(almost) isotropic on large scales, which when combined with the CP, immediately 
implies that the universe should be (almost) homogeneous too on large scales -
this is a consequence of the EGS theorem [31] (or, more appropriately, the almost 
EGS theorem [32]), which states that if every observer in an expanding dust-filled 
universe views an (almost) isotropic radiation field around them, then that universe 
is (almost) FLRVV. 
However, the standard big bang model was not without problems: for instance, 
how can two patches on the sky (being causally disconnected in the past) have 
such similiar temperatures (i.e. the horizon problem)? And why is the universe 
so geometrically flat (as deduced from the Cl\IB) on large scales (i.e. the flatness 
problem)? Well, in the early 1980's Guth's [33] inflationary scenario provided a 
resolution to these and other problems. Inflation, no\-v generally accepted, refers to 
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billions of factors in size, in only a fraction of a second. This rapid early expansion 
allows all parts of the sky we see today to be in thermal equalibrium at some earlier 
time (thus solves the horizon problem) and predicts a value for the total density the 
universe to be that of the critical density (thus solving the flatness problem). In 
addition, and perhaps more remarkable, are the quantum fluctuations that inflation 
predicts - these set the initial conditions of the distribution of matter in the very 
early universe, thus providing the 'seeds' for structure formation to take place later 
on [33]. 
Indeed, around the same time inflation was introduced to rescue the standard 
model of cosmology, another discovery carne along which puzzled the scientific com-
munity. Although discovered already in 1933 by Swiss astronomer Fritz Zwicky 
[34], who noticed, via the virial theorem, that the Coma cluster had to contain sev-
eral hundred times more mass than was visibly present in order to account for the 
larger-than-expected perculiar velocities [35], his claim of 'dark matter' being the 
likely explanation was only taken more seriously after Vera Rubin's galaxy rotation 
curve measurements [36]: she found that as one ,vent away from the galactic center, 
orbital velocities of stars did not decrease as expected from Keplerian motion, but 
remained constant and even increased a little in some cases. The only way this can 
happen is if the mass of the galaxy increases linearly with distance, ,vhich is pre-
cisely consistent with the idea of dark matter (D~I) being present. More recently, 
the claim that D~I exists has been strengthened through its indirect detection via 
weak lensing (see e.g. [37, 38] and the references therein for a proper review on DM 
and observational evidence for it). From a theoretical view-point, however, a lot 
has been done to try and pin down the very nature of D}'I. In particular, models of 
structure formation require the DM to be of the 'cold' non-relativistic type, namely 
cold dark matter (CDM). Moreover, CDI-.l plays such a crucial role in the process of 
structure formation [39, 37, 40], mainly in the radiation dominated era, as it allows 
gravitational instability to occur soon after decoupling. that if it did not exist at all, 
the universe today would have looked very much different - in particular, the largest 
structure in such a universe would be far smaller than what we observe today -
not to mention, the chances of life developing in such a universe would probably be 
much lower. In particle physics, on the other hand, CD~I is usually treated as some 
type of neutral but massive weakly interacting particle (WI~IP), and there are now 
several candidates which appear in the literature: neutrinos, axions, Kaluza-Klein 
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little Higgs models etc. [37]. The search for these particles certainly continues, both 
in the laboratory [41] as well as through astrophysical observations (see [38, 39] for 
a review). 
It was not until the late 90's with the discovery of accelerated expansion via type 
Ia supernovae (SN) [42,43] that A was finally back in business, and the universe we 
seemed to understand took a surprising turn - their results showed that the rate at 
which the universe is expanding is actually increasing! Since then, A has remained in 
the lime-light, with follow-up observations taking place all the time [44,45,19]' albeit 
with no theoretical understanding of its origin or magnitude. All we know is that, 
when modelled as a perfect (barotropic) fluid with linear equation of state p = wp, 
its pressure equals minus its density (i.e. where the equation of state parameter 
U' = -1), such that its energy density remains constant over time - thus mimicking 
the nature of the vacuum energy. Of course, other more exotic dark energy models 
(i.e. w < -1/3) exist which considers w to be redshift dependent in some way, 
which can usually be modelled by some scalar field 9. However, these models fail to 
provide any physical insight into what this gravitationally repulsive force actually 
is, and, in addition, there is rarely any physical motivation involved (from a particle 
physics view-point) for such models, and nearly always do fine-tuning issues arise 
(See e.g. [5, 46, 4] for a review, as well as references therein). I\'evertheless, the 
ACDi-.l model has been able to agree with the numerous cosmological observations 
we have to date with remarkable accuracy, as we shall briefly revie\v in the next 
section. 
1.2 Cosmological Observations 
In this section, we outline the cosmological data we shall be using to constrain our 
void model parameters, and briefly touch on additional observations the ACDM 
model has been tested against which are yet to be properly done in the context of 
LTB models since they require the use of linear perturbation theory (as shall be 
later discussed). 
1.2.1 Type Ia Supernova 
A type Ia supernova (SNIa) is a highly luminous astronomical event arising from 
the thermonuclear explosion of a carbon-oxygen white dwarf due to its mass exceed-
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ffi"krial from it. CDmpauioll "lar. lIowev~' , Sl'>la are rIa. . "']i,,1 speew:."eopic,.JI.v 
[w hich is alf<' , .. ",I 10 deri," I he ir r",],bili) ""conl]))g '0 I he al""'Tl c~ of hydro!,"'n 
&t..orl'tioH liTl"' "-, 0l'po>f',l '(j t:>"1><' 11 SUT><,mo,""e d,i('h are ahunrbm in hydro-
gel[. ,,,cd "l;o:) t o t he pr=ncc 01 "Iroug . ilicon linc" iH their early alJ(i m&XillJlllll 
"T",,'tra, Moroover, b0ea tlsc their pe ak br~hl He,,,, h"" s""h & ,mall di,p(·,"ion "Wi' 
t heir cntirc p.-.pul&cioH - dtl~ 10 I he n,hl iOll,hi p hel IH,,.ll I),..i, lighl. ('"r; ... '''''I'''' 
and lUlllinooi,y i.e, hrc""],,,,' ""'&Tl ' hrigb'e', ll,llTO",'r me"", hi"l.er - I ),.. ,t"nd'IHI 
~Il'CO: ill intrinsic (or" ifo<'!Ill' e) S'< III miTH",i! ~- i, red ",,,I by " hetor "I t h,c<o, IT.okilLg 
I hem il[l() "' ,uKbrdiz"hle c,,,,d)"';. SN 1" arc thu, u;;crl extensively ill c05lnology no 
di,l.a""" imliu,t"," r,..""u,*, if wc kILOW how brighl lhe} arc, \lC caH c\clcruJn~ h'-'\I 
f," the~- ar~ away lia th~ s\an,\ard formula for 'he di"a' K'" TTlc)fl"h,", 
• - dl 
1'- m- At =~Iog", 1--1 
~lpc 
I. 25 , (11) 
where m "wi AI are t heir apparent and aboolllt<' magnitud('O, r""p""'iI'~ly, alld 
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them to constrain cosmological paramters. In fact, just over a decade ago, two 
independent groups studying distant SN, the 'Supernova Cosmology Project' [48, 
42] and the 'High-Z Supernova Search Team' [47, 43], discovered that distant SN 
were fainter than that expected in a matter dominated universe, from which it was 
immediately inferred that the expansion rate of our universe is actually speeding 
up. This apparent dimming of distant SN certainly caused a stir in the cosmology 
community when astrophysical explanations such as the presence of extragalactic 
gray dust [49, 50, 51, 52] and pure luminosity evolution [53] were ruled out, because 
this meant, in the context of a homogeneous and isotropic universe, that some 
unknown fluid with a negative pressure was not only necessary, but was required to 
make up approximately 73% of the energy budget of the universe. 
In our study, we make use of the largest sample of SN to date, the Constitution 
set consisting of 397 SNIa [19]. The Consititution set combines the Union data 
set [45] \vith the rececntly acquired low redshift CfA3 sample [18] (see left panel 
Fig. 1.1). We specifically used the l\ILCS light-curve fitter applied to the sample, 
as it makes the extraction of best-fit parameters easier (resulting magnitudes are 
cosmology independent, so is absent of the additional 'nuisance' parameters present 
in SALT [19]) and contains significantly less scatter (see right panel Fig. 1.1). In 
addition, we modify the errors by adding in the uncertainty due to the intrinsic 
dispersion of SN luminosity, and, as a consequence, decrease the value of a given 
model's (reduced) x2-statistic - a measure of how well a model fits the data, the 
lower the X2 the better the fit (see section 4.2.1). 
1.2.2 Ages 
Using the ages and redshifts of passively-evolving luminous red galaxies (LRG's), 
[23] ( based on [54] and references therein) showed that the quantity dz/dt can be 
constructed by measuring the age difference /:;.t of two ensembles of such galaxies 
that formed at the same time but separated by a small redshift interval /:;.Z. The 
quantity dz / dt, as shall be shown in the next chapter, is directly related to the 
Hubble parameter H via 
1 dz 
H(z) = ---. 
1 + z dt (1.2) 
The absolute age of each passively-evolving LRG is estimated from synthetic stellar 
population models applied to the oldest stars in that galaxy. Galaxies within /:;.Z = 
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angular pmver spectrum of the CMB is defined as 
(1.5) 
and in the right panel of Fig. 1.3 we show a plot of the latter from the latest WMAP 
5-year data (Wl\IAP5), as well as that from ACBAR [57], Boomerang [58] and CBI 
[59]. The red curve shows the best-fit to WMAP5 ACD:\I modeL thus supporting 
the need for an exotic energy component in the universe. 
Baryon Acoustic Oscillations: During the radiation domination era early 
in the universe, baryons and photons were tightly coupled via Thomson scattering 
in a relativistic plasma, and the dark matter ,vas clumping and setting up deep 
gravitational potential wells [60, 62, 61, 63, 64]. Primordial perturbations from in-
flation that entered the Hubble horizon l initialized acoustic (sound) waves in this 
plasma (showing up as the CMB acoustic peaks just discussed). As the universe ex-
panded, overdensities in the initial baryon-photon density distribution were driven 
outwards in high pressure, nearly spherical 'bubbles', dragging the original distribu-
tion (i.e. the overdense peak) of dark matter (which is gravitationally attracted to 
the baryons) along very slowly. Once the universe was cool enough for neutral hy-
drogen to from, the photons were able to decouple from the baryons and free-stream 
away. This allowed one final outward motion of the spherical shells of baryonic mat-
ter by the residual momentum left over from the acoustic wave prior to decoupling, 
until coming to complete stop at an epoch known as the baryon-drag epoch. Al-
though most of the dark matter remains present at the initial origin of the acoustic 
wave (i.e. at the center of the expanding bubble), a portion of it is attracted to the 
dense shell of baryons surrounding it. As such, a 'bump' in the two-point correlation 
function of galaxies is expected (see [65, 67] and references therein), not only at the 
origin, but at a scale corresponding to the radius of these spherical shells, which is 
related to the comoving sound horizon at the baryon-drag epoch. This scale has 
consequently been dubbed the Baryon Acoustic Oscillation (BAO) scale, the size of 
which depends mostly on the physical matter (n\[h2) and baryon (DJL2) densities2 , 
as well as the time to recombination and the time of matter domination, and there-
fore provides a 'standard ruler' with which to measure the expansion history [69, 
68]. 
1 Thi~ i~ t hp lPllgt h sntlc in cosmology wit hill whi('h ph~'bi(,i<l prorcs~c, rall (,Olllll'rt CatNlll.\·. 
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Figure 1 0: Effective q(z) from SN+ BAO (left ) ,,,,d St\+BAO+ C~!B (ri!!,ht) d"la 
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2.1 Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) 
Spacetimes 
In this section, we outline the basic features of the FLRW cosmology, the bulk of 
which can be found in modern-day cosmology textbooks such as [127]. In particular, 
we shall introduce the ACDM concordance model, due to its remarkable agreement 
with the numerous cosmological observations we have to date (see Fig.'s 1.1, 1.2, 
1.3, 1.4 and 1.5). This model has undoubtedly set the stage for understanding the 
history, evolution and fate of our universe, and its dynamics is governed by the 
Einstein Field Equations (EFE): 
(2.1) 
where G/lV is the Einstein tensor, R/lv the Ricci tensor, R the Ricci scalar, G is 
l\'ewton's gravitational constant, T;w the energy-momentum tensor and A is Ein-
stein's (infamous) cosmological constant. The quantity g/lV is the metric tensor, and 
determines the distance between events in spacetime as shown by the infinitesmal 
spacet ime interval (or line element) 
ds2 = 9 dx lL dx v tlV , (2.2) 
where X IL represents the 4-dimensional spacetime coordinate. For simplicity we have 
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2.1.1 The Unperturbed FLRW Metric 
l\Ieasurements from the Wilkinson-Microwave-Anisotropy-Probe (Wl\IAP) of the 
Cl\IB temperature fluctuations (see left panel Fig. l.3) provide strong evidence 
that, on the largest scales, our universe is nearly isotropic (in fact, to 1 part in 105!). 
If we then assume that our place in the cosmos is not unique, i.e. the Copernican 
Principle holds, then the universe is forced to be (nearly) homogeneous. The line 
element describing a perfectly homogeneous and isotropic universe is given by the 
FLR\V metric, written in spherical coordinates (t,r,e,¢) as 
(2.3) 
where t is proper time, r is comoving distance, a(t) is the scale-factor determining 
the physical size of the universe and drl 2 = de2 +sin2 ed62 is the solid angle squared. 
The constant k characterizes the 3-dimensional spatial curvature of the universe, and 
takes on values -1, 0, or 1 depending on whether the universe is open/negatively 
curved (3-hyperboloid), spatially flat (rvIinkowski), or closed/positively curved (3-
sphere), respectivelyl. The scale-factor a(t) is an unknown in the above equation, 
and is determined by solving the EFE for a given matter/energy content usually 
chosen to be that of a perfect fluid, 
(2.4) 
where p = p( t) is the physical energy density and p = p( t) the pressure (as measured 
in the rest frame), and u l ' is the four-velocity of the fluid. In general, there is more 
than one fluid contributing to the total Tl"v' Moreover, each fluid is often described 
to have a very simple barotropic equation of state (EOS) (i.e. p = p(p)) that is of 
the linear form 
p = wp, (2.5) 
where u' is known as the EOS parameter. Conservation of energy (\7 I"T6' = 0) then 
leads to the continuity equation 
p a 
- = -3(1 + w)-, 
p a 
(2.6) 
l;\otc that thb lw~ nothing to do with the global topology of the ullin'rs('. only it~ geomclric 
curvatll]'('. which drtNllliul's whether g('od('~ics prupagat iug initially parall..J divergl' (k = -1). 
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where an over-dot denotes differentiation with respect to t, which upon integration 
yields 
_ (!!:.-) -3(l+w) 
P - Po , 
ao 
(2.7) 
where Po and ao are the values of the energy density and scale factor today, respec-
tively. The ACD:-'l model consists of three components that can be modelled by 
a perfect fluid, namely radiation (neutrinos + photons), matter (ordinary + dark) 
and the cosmological constane or vacuum energy, whose EOS parameters are given 
by U' = 1/3, 0 and -1, respectively. 
2.1.2 The Field Equations 
In ,yhat follows, we shall ignore the energy density due to radiation, as it was only 
significant at very early times (i.e. before decoupling). The EFE are then given by 
the well known Friedmann 
(
iJ)2 87rG k A 
~ = -3-PM - a2 + 3" ' (2.8) 
and Raychaudhuri 
(2.9) 
equations, where PM is the energy density of matter (i.e. baryons plus dark matter). 
The quantity (~) in (2.8) defines the Hubble parameter, H, which measures the rate 
at which the universe is expanding normalized to its size. Eq. (2.9) is also referred 
to as the acceleration equation, since we define the deceleration parameter3 as 
aii a 47rG A 
q == - iJ2 = - aH2 = 3H2 PAl - 3H2 ' (2.10) 
which measures the rate at which the rate of expansion is changing. Another par-
ticularly useful quantity is the (dimensionless) total density parameter, 
n n n 87rG Ptot 
H tot == HM + HA = 3H2Ptot = --. ' 
Pent 
where Ptot == PAl + PA· The critical density is defined by 
87rG 
Peei' = 3H2 ' 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
2I\otc that thp physical Pllcrl1:.\· dCllSil\' of tit(' ('osltlolugical (·()ji.,tant ]"('maills constallt at all 
timcs. and can be showll to be givell b,v p.\ = s~\c;. 
:lSo l"alkd due to (OlIllllOn belief at that time tltHt the aeed('ratioll of the llllin,rse should be 
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and termed so due to its affect on the FE (2.8) divided by H2 throughout 
k 
ntot - 1 = a2H2 == -nK , (2.13) 
since it determines the geometry of the universe as demonstrated below: 
P < Pcdt +-7 ntot < 1 +-7 k =-1 +-7 nK > 0 +-7 open (2.1-1) 
P = Pnit +-7 ntot = 1 +-7 k=O +-7 nK = 0 +-7 flat (2.10 ) 
P> Pcdt +-7 ntot > 1 +-7 k = +1 +-7 nK < 0 +-7 closed. (2.16) 
1\ow, using Eq.'s (2.11), (2.8), (2.10) and (2.7) we can write down the FE in terms 
of present day quantities: 
H2 = H5 [n Ala (:0) 3 + n Ka (~ r + nAa] , (2.17) 
where nAtO' nKO and nAu are the dimensionless matter, curvature and vacuum energy 
density parameters today, and Ho is Hubble's constant. Fixing the value of the scale 
factor today ao = 1 by convention, these present day values can be obtained by 
comparing with observational measurements. 
Returning to the deceleration parameter, we can use Eq.'s (2.11), (2.10) and 
(2.7) to write q in a neat and compact form in terms of the dimensionless energy 
density parameters: 
(2.18) 
which can also be expressed purely in terms of present densities using Eq. (2.17) 
and the relation 
n = n (Ho) 2 a-3(1+u'i) , 
, ,,0 H ' (2.19) 
which is true for both matter and the vacuum. \Ve can also determine q purely from 
the Hubble rate and its derivative: 
~ - (~) 
~ _ H2. 
a 
Substituting in the definition of q into the latter, we find 
q~- (%,+1) . 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
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2.1.3 The Redshift and Distances in Cosmology 
In an expanding universe, it is more practical to work with redshift z as it is easier 
to measure than the scale factor a(t). The redshift of a luminous source, e.g. a 
galaxy, is defined as 
z= (2.22) 
where Ao is the wavelength of the source as observed here on earth today, and Ae is 
the \vavelength emitted by the remote source at some earlier time teo Now, in what 
follows, it is more convenient to rewrite the FLR\V metric in the following form: 
(2.23) 
where A is the comoving coordinate distance, obtained by integrating the constraint 
equation for radial light rays (radial null geodesics, which have ds2 = 0 and do' = 0) 
x == r dr lte dt Jo VI - kr2 = - to a(t) , 
r for 
k = +1 
k = 0 
{ 
sin-l r for 
sinh -1 r for k = -1 , 
and the function S(X) is given by 







k = +1 
k = 0 




\Ve can also define the proper distance to this object at some time t, given by 
(2.27) 
If we now consider another light ray emitted a small time later t~ te + Oland 
received a small time later t~ = to + Mo, equating the rhs of (2.24) for these two rays 
lt~ dt Jt
o dt 
t~ a(t) = te a(t) , 
(2.28) 
"By definitioll. the llts of (2.2:1), which (,OITl'.,POlHJ..; to wIllO\'ing ('(IOl'ciinatc distancc. i" fixcd 
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which, for small 6t and hence small 6to gives us 
(2.29) 
ao a 
If, in fact, the frequency of the emitted light is given by I/e = 1/6t and that of the 




which we can then use to relate the redshift of a source to the size of the universe: 
ao 
1 + z =-. 
a 
(2.32) 
1\'ow, we can obtain a useful relation between a redshift interval dz, and time interval 
dt, by differentiating the latter as follows: 
(
ao) ao dz = d(1 + z) = d -; = - a2adt = -(1 + z)H(z)dt. (2.33) 
The comoving coordinate distance to the source as a function of redshift is then 
given by 
f t
e dt 1 r dz 
X(z) = - to a(t) = ao Jo H(z) , (2.34) 
which can then be written purely in terms of redshift and present day quantities 
using (2.17) and (2.32): 
(2.35) 
where we set ao = 1. Although we have defined two distances, they are not practical 
in the sense that it not possible to go out and measure, say, proper distances as 
one would need to be able to hit the pause button on the expansion of the universe 
and physically measure the distance to an object using an extraordinarily long ruler. 
Thus, instead, we need to make use of the actual observable characteristics of an 
object such as its luminosity and size to make any progress. 
The first such quantity we shall define is the angular diameter distance dA of a 
source. Let's suppose that, in an FLRvV universe, a given source has proper diameter 
I, and that it is a distance d away from us. If we assume, however, that spacetime 
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where D is its proper diameter in flat space. The angular diameter distance is thus 
defined in general as 
(2.36) 
where I is found by integrating the angular part of the metric over the angle B 
(dt = dx = d¢ = 0) 
l == J y'fg;IdB = J a(t)S(x)dB = a(t)S(x)f:lB. (2.37) 
Substituting the latter into (2.36) we then obtain the more general formula for 
angular diameter distance 
S(x) 
dA = a(t)S(x) = - . 
l+z 
(2.38) 
The second such quantity, and one which is used more often, is that of the 
luminosity distance dL of a source: 
(~)1/2 47rF (2.39) 
which derives from the simple inverse-square law for the dimming of a light source 
in Euclidean space, where L is its intrinsic (or absolute) luminosity (measured in 
H' = J.5- 1 ), and F is the corresponding flux we receive (measured in H'm-1). Now, 
let's consider an emitting source E with fixed comoving distance de relative to an 
observer O. Let's also assume that the absolute luminosity of E changes over time 
and is given by L(t), and that the photons it emits reach 0 at cosmic time to. \Ve 
also assume that the radiation is isotropic, and propagates through 0 as a sphere 
centered on E, whose proper area is given by 
(2.40) 
Of course, the photons have to have been emitted some time te earlier, and thus 
their frequency is redshifted, causing 0 to measure 
(2.41 ) 
consequently reducing the arrival rate of photons to decrease by the same factor. 
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so that the corresponding luminosity distance is given by 
dL = (1 + z)S(x) . (2.43) 
From (2.38) and (2.43) we obtain the reciprocity theorem, 
(2.44) 
which is valid in all metric theories of gravity. 
2.1.4 The Look-back Time and Age of the Universe 
Using Eq. (2.33), we can define the 'look-back' time to - t of a comoving particle 
(galaxy) that emitted a photon at some early time t which is received by an observer 
today at t = to, as a function of the photon's redshift by 
J
to 
to - t = t dt == t dz 
Jo (1 + z)H(z) 
(LIG) 
1 l z dz - ,(:2.16) 
Ho 0 (1 + z)JD Mo (1 + Z)3 + DKo (1 + z)2 + DAo 
\Ve can also define a more important quantity using the latter, namely the age of 
the universe to. If we set z = DO in the above integral, the time coordinate (as well 
as the scale factor of course, as this is when the big bang occured) goes to zero, and 
the age of the universe is given by 
(2.4 7) 
It should be noted here that density due to radiation Dn which scales as Dro (1 + 
z)-3, has been omitted since we shall be focussing on the dynamics of the late-time 
universe (i.e. since matter domination ~ 380 000 years after the BB), but should 
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2.2 Lemaitre-Tolman-Bondi (LTB) Spacetimes 
In this section, we introduce the theory behind inhomogeneous, spherically sym-
metric matter-dominated LTB models, which have served as good toy models for 
reproducing many of the cosmological observations without DE. The approach we 
have taken to solve many of the equations in this spacetime can be found in [138,139], 
which provides a cosmology-friendly view of the LTB equations that can be easily 
compared with the standard FLRW ones. 
2.2.1 The Unperturbed LTB Metric and Field Equations 
In keeping with the high degree of isotropy on large scales, as indicated by the tiny 
Cf.-IB temperature anisotropies, but dropping the CP assumption, the line element 
describing a dust-filled inhomogeneous universe which is spherically symmetric about 
its center (only) can be written in general as [7,8,9] 
(2.48) 
where X == X(t, r) and R == R(t, r) are arbitrary functions of (proper) time t and 
(comoving) radial position T, and d[l2 = de2 + sin2 edo2 as before. The FLRW 
metric, being a special case of the LTB metric, can be recovered by setting 
X(t,T) ~ a(t) ,R(t,r) ~ a(t)r. 
)1 - kr2 
(2.49) 
Since we only consider pressure-less matter (or dust) to be present, the energy 
momentum tensor takes the simple form 
T IL _ S:f.Ls:O v - -PMUOUV ' (2.50) 
where PM == PM (t, r) is the matter density and uf.L = bb' represents the 4-velocity of 
the fluid. The corresponding EFE for the given line element (2.48) are given by: 
R" R'X' XR 1 (R)2 (R')2 
- 2 RX2 + 2 RX3 + 2 AX + R2 + R - RX = 8ITG PM , 
R'=R'X 
X' 
if 1 (R) 2 (R') 2 
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and 
R" R RX R'X' X 
- RX2 + R + RX + RX3 + X = 0 (2.54) 
of which only three are independent. We can immediately solve Eq. (2.52) to find 
X=CR', (2.55) 
where C == C(r) is a function of integration (since we are dealing with partial deriva-
tives). Redefining C(r) == 1/ VI + 2E(r), we obtain the more familiar expression 
for the LTB metric [116]: 
ds2 = -de + (R'(t, r))2 dr2 + R2(t r)d0? (2.56) 
1 + 2E(r) " 
,vhere £ 2': -~ has both a geometric and a dynamic role, determining the local 
embedding angle of spatial slices as well as the local energy per unit mass of dust 
particles, respectively, and R is defined as the areal radius, which in LTB models 
is equivalent to the angular diameter distance (the rule of thumb is that the an-
gular diameter distance is given by the quantity that multiplies the solid angle in 
the metric, which, as we saw previously is given by a(t)S(x) in FLRW models). 
Substituting Eq. (2.55) into Eq. 's (2.51) and (2.53) gives us 
R2 - 2£ 2RR' - 2£' 
R2 + RR' = 8TtG PM (2.57) 
and 
R2 + 2RR - 2£ = 0, (2.58) 
respectively. Since we can obtain Eq. (2.54) from (2.55), (2.57) and (2.58), our 
original set of equations (2.51)-(2.54) reduces to only two independent equations, 
namely (2.57) and (2.58). Integrating the latter once gives 
R2 AI E 
R2 = R3 + 2 R2 (2.59) 
where AI = AI (r) is another function of integration, usually defined as the effective 
gravitational mass. Substituting Eq. (2.59) into (2.57) we find that 
AI' 
8TtGpM = R2 R" (2.60) 
}.Iotivated by the form of the FLRW metric (2.3) and the corresponding FE (2.17), 
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to find 
a2 (t, r) 
ds2 = -de + II dr2 + a~(t, r)r2d0.2 , 
1 - ~(r)r2 . . (2.62) 
and the corresponding analogue of the FE and deceleration 
H~ == (ai ) 2 = 8rrG p _ ~ 
-'- a-L 3 Al ai 
(2.6;3 ) 
= H~o [0. (a-L o )3 + 0. (a-Lo)2] 
-'- Ala a-L Ko a-L (2.61) 
where a.!..o == a-L(to, r) is the present day scale factor, HJ..o == H-L(to, r) the corre-
sponding Hubble rate and we made use of the constraint n\IO +0. KO = 1. Notice how 
this new form of the LTB metric (2.62) makes it clear that we are indeed dealing with 
two different expansion rates here, i.e. in the directions tangential (H-L == aJ../a-L) 
and longitudinal (HII == all / all) to the surfaces of spherical symmetry. Substituting 
our new variables and above definitions into (2.57), we find that the longitudinal 
Hubble rate is given by 
(2.65) 
where, in terms of our new variables, 
(2.66) 
In addition, using the FLRW form of the dimensional energy density parameter 
given by Eq. (2.19), we can define latter quantity for matter in LTB models as 
(2.67) 
\Ye can also write down an effective Raychaudhuri equation in these models, using 
Eq.'s (2.57) and (2.58): 
2 ai 1 6;11 4rrG 
--+--=--p 
3 a-L 3 all 3 AI . 
(2.68) 
Alternatively, we can express the effective acceleration in each direction: 
ai 4rrG _ 3 
- = ---p r 
aJ.. 3 Al 
(2.69) 
Kow, just as we have the freedom to choose the present-day value of the scale 
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here the scale factor today a1-o is allowed to be any smooth and invertible positive 
function. In particular, we will choose the conventional gauge R(to, r) = r, which 
necessarily implies that a1-o = 1. From Eq. (2.64) it is now obvious that inhomoge-
neous, isotropic dust models are completely specified by two functions of the radial 
coordinate, namely the profile of the transverse Hubble parameter today H1-o(r) 
and that of the dimensionless matter density parameter rl AIo (r). \Vith the selected 
gauge, integrating (2.64) from the time of the big bang tB == tB(r) to some later 
time t yields 
dx 
(2.70) 
which can be solved parametrically in terms of T/ = T/( t, r). depending on the sign of 





Finally, for rlKO = 0, a parametric solution is not required, and we find 
(18rl H2 )3(t_t )2/3 AIo 1-0 B 
2 
2.2.2 Light Rays and Distances 
Following the approach in [128] (which was first shown in [9]), but still keeping with 
the general procedure of [138], we study how light propagates in an inhomogeneous, 
isotropic matter-dominated (LTB) spacetime in order to later compare our model 
with the observations. We begin (as ,ve did in the FLRW case) by writing down the 
constraint equation for incoming radial light rays, acheived by setting ds2 = 0 (null 
geodesic property) and drl = 0 (because of 'radial') in (2.62): 
alldr = -dt. 
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'Ve then consider two light rays emitted in the same direction, the second one later 
by a small time-interval 7. Let us then define the equation of the first ray as t = T( r) 
and that of the second ray t = T(r) + 7(r). Both rays must obey (2.76), so 
all (T, r )dr = -dT 
-v"r1=_=",=r""2 ' 
_a ,,-II (rT=+=7,=r~)d_r = -d(T + 7) vI - ",r 2 
Since 7( r) was assumed small, we have, to first order in 7, 
A'(T + 7, r) = all(T, r) + nill(T, r). 
Using (2.78) and the first of (2.77) in the second of (2.77) we obtain 
all(T, r)dr 




If 7 at emission is the period of a wave, then, comparing it with the corresponding 
period at the point of observation, we obtain 
(2.80) 
Keeping the observer at a fixed position and considering the sources at two distances, 




and plugging this back into (2.79) we find that 
dr VI - ",r2 
dz (1 + z)aIlHIl ' 
Plugging the latter into (2.76) we then find 
1 dt 




and we can thus determine the relation between the coordinates and observable 
redshift, i.e. t(z) and r(z), from the pair of differential equations (2.82) and (2.83) 
and prior knowledge of all(t,r) (found by solving Eq. (2.70) for a-L, and using 
the relationship all = 8j8r(a-Lr)), HII(t,r) and k(r). Having done this we can 
then obtain a-L(t(z), r(z))r(z) == a-L(z)r(z), i.e. the angular diameter distance as a 
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desired. In particular, we will compute the distance modulus fl defined in the usual 
way as 
f.L = 5log10 [1 :~pJ + 25, (2.84) 
where dL == (1 + z)2aJ.T is the luminosity distance. 
Finally note, that in any inhomogeneous universe, it is not possible to tell 
whether the evolution of a measured quantity is due to the presence of inhomo-
geneities in the spatial hypersurfaces or just due to pure temporal variation, since 
we observe along our past null cone which combines these two effects. 
2.2.3 The Age of the Universe 
The age of the universe in inhomogeneous models is more complicated as it generally 
depends on position. However, by using the same definition t AGE (r) == to(T) - tB(r), 
we can carry out the integral on the rhs of (2.70), and obtain an expression for t , . AGE 
depending on the sign of 0KO' For 0KO > 0 
t 
AGE 
For 0KO < 0 
t 
AGE 
Finally, for 0KO = 0 
R'l n . h-1 J0. KO V "G KO - "G Mo sIn 0. 
AIO 
n . -1 J-0. KO ~ 









Although, note here that the radiation era is not included in this analysis, and we 
stress that the true age of the universe in our model should not be taken too seriously 
- of course, the true age of the universe would be greater in models ,vith radiation 
included than that of dust-only models. For a recent aacount of LTB models that 
include pressure, see [129] and references therein. 
2.3 FLRW / ACDM Diagnostics 
We dedicate the last section of this chapter to introducing quantities that will, in 
the future, serve as very important tools for distinguishing FLRW / ACDM models 
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\\'e begin by defining the standard deceleration parameter which depends purely 
on the Hubble rate and the observable redshift: Subsitituting Eq. (2.33) into Eq. 
(2.21), we obtain 
(1 + z) d 
q(z) = -1 + H(z) dz H(z) . (2.88) 
for the deceleration parameter in FLRW models. Now, using the relation between 
an infinitesimal redshift and time interval in LTB models, Eq. 2.83, we can define 
an effective deceleration parameter as follows, 
elf (l+z)d 
q (z) = -1 + HII (z) dz HII (z) , (2.89) 
where it is anticipated, given the results by [109]' that models containing a weak-
singularity would have q'Olf < 0, and models without the singularity would give 
q'Olf > O. Note that from this point on until the rest of this section only, will be 
abbreviating d/dz with I, and the reader should not be confuse a I with a/ar, as 
was the case in the previous section. 
Returning to the topic of dark energy, Clarkson et al. [130] reconstructed the 
dark energy equation of state so that it depends solely on observable quantites such 
as dA • Hl.., and their derivatives. Assuming a spatially flat background (i.e. [2K = 0), 
the effective DE equation of state in terms of distance measurements [133] can be 
written as 
elf 2(1 + z)de" + 3de' 
wDdz) = 3 [H2[2 (1 + )3d 12 - 1J d I ' o AI z e e 
(2.90) 
where de = (1 + z)dA is the comoving angular diameter distance, and in terms of 
the Hubble rate, 
elf 2(1 + z)H H' - 3H2 
wDdz) = - 3 [Hg(l + z)3[2M - H2] . (2.91) 
Thus. if we are able to measure d~, d~ and H', we could use the above reconstructed 
DE equations of state not only to rule out, or to strengthen the cosmological constant 
(u' = -1) hypothesis, but could also determine an effective DE equation of state 
using those observable quantities as determined from an LTB model. 
Finally, we turn the topic of Copernican tests. Testing the validity of the CP 
is a difficult, yet probably one of the most important tasks to be carried out in 
cosmology, since the very foundation of the current cosmological concordance model 
is based on the assumption that the CP holds, which, when combined with the 
assumption of isotropy, implies that our universe is homogeneous. A number of 
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constructed only from combinations of observables such as the angular diameter 
distance, Hubble rate and derivatives thereof have recently been provided in the 
literature [130,131]. Again, assuming a FLmV background that is spatially flat, the 
quantities we compute for our best-fit LTB models in chapter 4 are the reconstructed 
(effective) energy density due to matter [131], 
(2.92) 
the reconstructed energy density due to curvature [132]. 
(2.93) 




respectively. The basic idea here is that if we do not live in a homogeneous universe, 
then at some redshift it is possible to measure values for the above quantities different 
from that expected in the flat ACDl\l, or FLmV, case, where, for instance, DK(Z) = 
L(z) = C(z) = O. Since we do have access to H(z) data [23]. we can actually 
compute the corresponding reconstructed DM at those redshifts, and \ve can calculate 
the respective errors on this using the standard technique of error propagation5 . If 
the spacetime metric describing our universe is indeed given by the FLR\V metric, 
then DM must have zero gradient. However, upon plotting DM corresponding to 
the H(z) data, we see that, after fitting a straight line to the points shown in Fig. 
2.1 (note that the error bars are excluded, since they are enormous), the resulting 
slope DM is different from zero. Although this seems to indicate a discrepancy from 
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We mentioned in the review on LTB models that [116] proved that for a given 
FLR\\' model, there exists an LTB model capable of reproducing the distance mod-
ulus of that FLRW model. To summarize further, [113] showed that the curvature 
parameter of such models needs to be strongly cusped and non-differentiable at the 
origin (consequently referred to as being unrealistic, although such a scenario is not 
unnatural at all), whereas [115] showed that the dimensionless density parameter 
can be smooth (although still fairly cusped) at the origin and still reproduce the 
FLRW distance modulus curve. In addition, [109] showed that observers living in 
LTB spacetimes that are non-differentiable at the origin would necessarily observe 
an accelerated expansion today, whereas models that are differentiable at the origin 
exhibit a decelerated expansion. Thus, depending on the smoothness of the model 
at the center, one could obtain different results for the sign of the deceleration 
parameter today. 
To avoid any a priori assumptions of whether the void should be differentiable at 
the origin or not, we introduce a void parameterization in the next section in which 
both scenarios are possible, i.e. weak-singularity -+ pointy void -+ acceleration, 
and no weak-singularity -+ smooth void -+ deceleration. The scenario of no weak-
singularity, but a cuspy void is also possible, and would also yield a deceleration. 
\\'e now introduce this parameterization, as well as other typical smooth profiles, 
that we have used in an attempt to reproduce J"lFLRW (section 3.4). and to fit to data 












The developement of our parameterization was motivated by: the form of the cur-
vature profile [113] used to show its potential to trace out IlFLRW; the fact that 
[115] showed it was possible to reproduce IlACD~1 albeit with a void profile without a 
weak-singularity at the center; and by the claim made by [113] regarding the testing 
of the CP using SN alone. We then came up with the following ansatz (from here 
on referred to as model # 1) for the dimensionless matter density profile today in 
order to both test the claim made by [113], and to see whether or not the current 
supernova data prefers steep voids, flat voids, or something in between: 
Dout - Din [ r rv] DMo(r)=Din + vtanh--tanh-, 
v-I a a 
(3.1) 
,vhere Din == DMO(r = 0), Dout == DAIo(r = (0), a is related to the size of the void, v 
controls how steep/flat the void is around the origin and, when finite, ensures that 
this function is C2 at the origin (i.e. its first and second derivatives are zero at r = 0; 
under r ----+ -r this ensures differentiability). \Ve also assume that DMO(r) is even 
about r = 0 so that DMO(-r) == DMO(r). Our void profile today then depends on 
four parameters: Din, Dout, a and v. The first two are self-explanatory - the value 
of D AIO at the centre of the void and its value at infinity, respectively - but both 
are strictly positive definite, and in order to describe a void (underdense region), 
Din must be less than Dout . The parameter a characterizes the size of the void -
the larger a becomes, the larger the void gets, and so on - however, in general, a 
is not necessarily a very descriptive quantity. A more physically useful quantity is 
the Full Width at Half r-.faximum (FWHr-.I), calculated by solving 
(
1 ) (Dout + Din) 
D AI 0 2 r FWHM = 2 ' (3.2) 
for r FWH~[ (numerically). Finally, the parameter v gives us the power to control the 
gradient of the void at the origin: the larger v is, the steeper the void; the smaller v 
is, the flatter the void is at the centre. When v = 1, there is a 'hole' in the function, 




where the appropriate limit was taken using l'Hospital's Rule as v approaches 1. 
\\'hen v = 0, DAIo(r) = Din and the universe is homogeneous. \Ve restrict v 2:: 0 
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tuations in the bang time function t B (T) (see [124]), since otherwise density per-
turbations would be larger in the past than today, and we would therefore find the 
early universe to be very inhomogeneous. As a result, the age of the universe t AGE 
is then a constant, and the time today to is consequently equal to the age of the 













We then defined the Hubble constant Ho as being the value of H.lo at the origin, i.e. 
Ho == H.lo(T = 0), whose value in terms of the age of the universe can be found by 
setting T = 0 in Eq.'s (3.4-3.6). Thus, in order to calculate the distance modulus 
p for instance, we need to specify Din, Dout, a, 1/ and Ho. 
In Fig. 3.1 we demonstrate the effect 1/ has on the distance modulus and the 
deceleration parameter for three different values of 1/, keeping the other parameters, 
which were chosen specifically for illustration purposes, fixed. In the figure we 
plot the dimensionless density profile of the void as a function of the co moving 
radial coordinate T (which has units of l\Ipc). Below that we plot the derivative 
of the dimensionless density profile with respect to T multiplied by a (to make it 
dimensionless), to show that the void is indeed singular at the origin when 1/ = 00. 
The plot of the corresponding distance modulus (top right) normalized to that of an 
empty l\Iilne universe (in which D M = 0, DA = 0 and D K = 1) with the same Ho as 
that of the specific model (although Ho for our model and that of ACDl\I were chosen 
to be the same in this case, there is a subtlety regarding Ho that shall be tackled in 
section 3.3), reiterates the result by [113]: the shape of the distance modulus curve 
near the origin reflects that of the void profile, and that pointy voids mimick pLCDM 
whereas smooth voids deviate from the latter. The plot below the latter shows the 
difference between pyoid and jLLCDM, and illustrates the point further that at low 
redshifts their exists a characteristic difference in distance moduli between smooth 
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3.2 Evolution of the Void 
In this section, we study the behaviour of how a typical void evolves over time. We 
shall do this as follows: choose a typical void profile today i.e. ° Ma (,), and using 
Eq.'s (2.67) and (2.66), evolve the profile backward, as well as forward in time to 
check that our results agree with the literature [124,96]. vVe use void model # 1 for 
illustration purposes, and choose, for argument sake, choose Ho = 65.0 km/s/Mpc, 
0in = 0.1, Oout = 1.0, a = 2.0 Gpc and v = 2.0. In addition, we present the 
(backward) evolution in the case of in inhomogeneous bang time model, obtained 
by adding in tiny fluctuations to the Hubble profile today Hl- o(')' 
3.2.1 Backward Evolution 
In Fig. 3.3 we plot the dimensionless density OAf (t( z), ,) (left) of the void as a 
function of, for different redshifts, where we made use of Eq. (2.67). We see that 
at earlier times (larger z), the void was both shallower and narrmyer, and possessed 
a larger OAf on average than that at later times. The physical density PAf (t( z),,) in 
Fig. 3.4 (left) portrays the same behaviour, and this is characteristic of models with 
a homogeneous bang time [124,106]. On the right panel of each of the figures just 
mentioned, we plot the corresponding densities calculated along the past null cone, 
i.e. 0M(t(Z), ,(z)) and PM(t(Z), ,(z)). As expected, OM tends to 1 (i.e. Einstein de 
Sitter) at large redshifts, and PM tends to infinity. 
\\'e were also interested in the evolution of the density contrast 6p , which we 
defined as 
6 =PM(t,,)-p(t,oo). 
p p(t, (0) . (3.7) 
where p(t, (0) is the background density as a function of time, and show its behaviour 
in Fig. 3.5. Again, as we go back in time, density fluctuations (6p ) decrease in 
amplitude, as such agreeing with the study done in [106] (based on the idea posed in 
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runs the risk of losing vital information as Ho affects LTB observables at non-zero 
redshifts too. Further investigation into this matter needs to be carried out, which 
\vould involve fitting to the intrinsic SN magnitudes l\I at the same time, and shall 
be done in future work. 
3.4 Fitting to ACDM 
In this section, we fit the distance moduli of each of our 5 different void parameteri-
zations to that of the fiat ACDM model, for different values of the ACDl\I flAt. The 
point of doing this to check whether any of our void parameterizations falls into the 
category of being capable of reproducing an FLRW model [116], and therefore keep 
us from distinguishing such a model from the ACD:\I model observationally. 
This process was carried out in Maple using a fitting routine provided by its 
built-in statistics package. Taking (roughly) the redshift range of current SN data, 
we created a fake set of data given by the fiat ACDl\l distance modulus, starting 
from Zmin = 0.1 and ending at Zmax = 1.61, with a redshift spacing of ,0.z = 0.01, 
such that there are 17 data points as input. Since the option for neglecting errors on 
the data was available, we opted for that route as the input data is actually a model. 
As we shall now reveal, decents fits were generally found when we fixed flout = 1, 
and even better fits when flout was allowed to vary. 
For the ACD:\1 model used here, we chose an Ho = 65 km/s/l\Ipc. Indeed, a 
ACD:\l model with a different Ho would certainly produce different results (recall 
from the previous subsection, that Ho in the LTB case not only affects the vertical 
displacement of the distance modulus curve, but also its overall shape), however, we 
have left that as a topic for future work. 
3.4.1 Fixing flout = 1 
In Fig. 3.12 we show the magnitue difference (top panel) and the corresponding 
perecentage difference (bottom panel) between p,"oid and Illl.cm! as a function of 
fl
MO 
where we fixed flout = 1. It turns out that all 5 void models can reproduce 
the ACDl\l model well enough to deem them indistinguishable from ACDM using 
S:'\ data. l\Ioreover, when setting /J = CXJ in void model #1, we find that we can 
fit to the ACDl\l distance modulus to arbitrary accuracy, as already discovered by 
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Fig. 3.13 shows plots of the resulting radial profiles of the fit to [lAIO = 0.3 ACDM 
(i.e. the concordance value) void models (two upper panels), the corresponding 
magnitude and percentage differences (third panel from top) as well as the effective 
deceleration parameter as a function of redshift (bottom panel). As we show later 
in Fig. 4.1, the maximum comoving distance reached by the SN do not exceed T ':::: 5 
Gpc, and so beyond that distance, the shape of the void can do anything it likes. 
In any case, we see that, the shapes of the voids models 2 ~ 5 are virtually the 
same up to T rv 2 Gpc, such that their distance modulus curves lie close to one 
another. However, due to the sharpness of void #1 at the center (i.e. large v), the 
degeneracies in the parameters, as we shall reveal in Chapter 4, causes such a void 
to be emptier at the center (i.e. lower [lin), as well as larger in size (i.e. larger a). 
This can be understood as follows: since the sharpness at the origin is needed to give 
a better fit to /1ACOl\1 than that of a smoother void, in order to mimick a smoother 
void which increases the effective size of a void, a larger and emptier void is required 
to give the same /1(z), or in this case, a /1(z) that fits /1Acm.1 orders of magnitude 
better. In Table 3.1 we show the parameters of our void models that result ""hen 
fitting to /1 ACOl\I. 
Although the distance modulus for void #1 reproduces that of ACDr-..r almost 
exactly, the resulting effective deceleration parameter is noticably different, which 
suggests that the resulting Hubble rates are not that similar either. We return to 
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3.4.2 Leaving ~out free 
In Fig. 3.14 we show the magnitude difference (top panel) and the corresponding 
percentage difference (bottom panel) between fJi'Oid and fJACOI>! as a function of 0MO 
where we allowed Oout to vary. As expected, when we free up 0out, we obtain better 
fits to fJACOI>!, and thus makes it that much harder to distinguish between LTB void 
models and ACD~l using SN data alone. 
Fig. 3.15 shows plots of the resulting radial profiles of the fit to 0MO = 0.3 ACDM 
(i.e. the concordance value) void models (two upper panels), the corresponding 
magnitude and percentage differences (third panel from top) as well as the effective 
deceleration parameter as a function of redshift (bottom panel). Here we see an 
interesting result: that, although Oout is allowed to vary, void model #1 picks out 
Oout "-' 1, whereas all of the other void parameterizations have a mean Oout "-' 0.35. 
Also notice that the outer parts of void models #4 and #5 showing the small-scale 
structure is visible, which is due to the fact that the voids are effectively smaller (i.e. 
lower a), although, this is a result of a lower Oout and density contrast: in order 
to reproduce the same !l(Z) curve, an observer placed in a void with less matter 
contrast around it would have an effectively lower contrast in the expansion rate 
than otherwise, and would therefore see brighter SN luminosities, so fJ(z) would 
shift down at higher z, thus decreasing the size of the void (or essentially this effect) 
would be necessary. In addtion, the fact that there are small-scale inhomogeneties 
present also allows the void to be smaller than if there was no small-scale structures 
present, and agrees with studies by [115]. 
Again we see that even though the distance modulus for void #1 reproduces 
that of ACDM almost exactly, the resulting effective deceleration parameters do not 
match up, implying differences in their respective Hubble rates. In addition, we 
notice that even low amplitude small-scale inhomogeneities in 0MO(r) (at large r) 
can affect the behaviour of q( z) (at high z) significantly, and future observations of 
q(z) shall either support such behaviour, or rule it out. 
Finally, we note that one could invent a model an arbitrary number of param-
eters capable of matching fJ ACOM to arbitrary precision, however, that approach is 
not practical. A more practical approach is that of the 'inverse problem', as tack-
led in [115], which essentially involves specifying the desired result (i.e. setting 
fJvoid = fJACOI>!), and then working backwards to find the required input functions 
(i.e. 0MO(r)). In any event, void model #1 allows for such a practical feat using the 
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Fitting Voids to Data 
We dedicate this section to fitting our 5 different void models to the S?\ and H (z) 
data, in order to determine whether either of these void models are preferred over 
ACD:\1 or not. We also perform a likelihood analysis specifically on void model 
#1, in order to: provide confidence limits on each parameter, which we then use to 
determine the range of v values that give an equally ,vell fit to the data, allowing us 
to discuss the issue of the smoothness at the center [109,110,111]; understand the 
degeneries between any two parameters. 
4.1 Overview of the Method and Codes Used 
We made use of the public ally available easyLTB Fortran90 code provided by [120] 
to run through more than a million different parameter values, simultaneously com-
puting /1(z), H(z) and the X2 statistic for each model with the intent of finding 
the best-fit parameters for the voids considered. \\'e found the best-fit parameters 
by manually narrowing and refining the range and grid-spacing (i.e. priors) of each 
parameter, in order to search for the smallest X2 - indeed, this is not a very efficient 
method, however, after numerous checks, the results that ,ve shall finally quote cor-
responds to the global minimum (as opposed to the local minimum) to well within 
a percent. 
The code is setup to compute X2 for the SN (X~.VE)' BAO (X;AO) and CMB 
data (X;Al B)' but we have left the testing of the LTB models against the last two 
for future work due to the fact that these quantities are affected by the growth of 
structure in the universe, thereby requiring the use of linear perturbation theory -
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models can we really trust those results. On the other hand, we have added the 
Hubble rate data (from here on referred to as H) given by [23] into our analysis, 
and we have used the longitudinal Hubble rate HII as our model prediction, since [23] 
determined H(z) via dt/dz measurements, which in the LTB case (see Eq. (2.83)) 
is related to HI!' The main reason for adding the H(z) data into our analysis is, not 
only because it does not require the use of LTP, but because, as we revealed in the 
previous chapter, all of our void parameterizations can fit j.LACm! (although we know 
this already from [116]), making it impossible for us to distinguish between two such 
models, yet alone test the CP [113], using Sl'\ alone, so using H (z) in addition to 
the S.\J data allows us the opportunity to find detectable differences between ACDr-vr 
and LTB void models (if any). Now, even though the H(z) data contains only 10 
points, after adding in the HST key project value of Ho = 72 ± 8 km/s/Mpc [56]), 
it will still offer an improvement to the constraints provided by the largest sample 
of SN to date, the Constitution set [19] consisting of 397 S:\'. 
The easyLTB code is not set up to compute models in which 0MO(r) > 1 - only 
for values equal to or less than unity. Although for our main investigation we have, 
when fitting to the data, fixed Oout to 1 anyway (thus 0MO(r) :::; for all the profiles 
we considered, except # 4 and # 5), we modified the code to allow nuo(r) to take 
on any value, and shall include the main results for that case, however, focus more 
on the case Oout fixed to 1, in the next chapter. 
In a nutshell, the easyTLB code works, for the case of a homogeneous big bang, 
as follows: 
• choose the function 0MO(r) with however many parameters describing it. 
• insert the latter as well as its (analytic) derivative in the 'model.f90' file in the 
'\ Experiments \ constrained' directory. 
• in the same directory, choose the parameter ranges (priors) in the 'input.txt' 
file as well as the courseness of the grid (i.e. the number of points n). 
• after compiling and running the code, a file is saved in the '\data' folder enti-
tled 'constrained.dat' (which can, too, be modified by the user) that contains 
columns of the parameter values scanned verses the corresponding X2 values. 
• finally, perform a likelihood analysis, either using the IDL routines provided 
with the code or by some other method, to determined the constraints on the 
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Of course, one can modify the code in any desired way, as we have done to 
cater for D
AtO 
(r) > 1. In order to convince ourselves that every quantity in the 
easyLTB code was computed properly, and to ensure that the best-fit values came 
out correctly, we compared the necessary outputs from the latter with that calculated 
in an existing :t"laple code written by us before-hand, which was also checked on 
numerous occasions by comparing with results from other studies - in particular, we 
ran the same parameterization for the homogeneous bang time model investigated 
by [138], and was able to reproduce their Fig. 4. In addition, when setting a 
DM(r) = 1 throughout, the resulting distance modulus matched that of the EdS 
modeL and thus gave us further confidence in our code. 
4.1.1 Statistical Analysis and Likelihoods 
Regarding the fitting of our void models to data, we computed the X2 statistic in 
the usual way [123] 
2() LN (D(p, Zi) - M(p, Zi))2 
X P = (J2 
i=l Dr 
(4.1 ) 
,,,here p refers to the model parameters, AI to the value of the predicted observable, 
D to the value of the measured observable with corresponding error (J D and N is the 
total number of data points. The best-fit parameters are those that minimize X2. 
\\'hen comparing two different models, it is customary to compute the reduced X2 
instead, obtained by dividing the x2-statistic by the number of degrees of freedom 
(ndf), 
ndf = number of data points - number of parameters + 1 , (4.2) 
2 
where the preferred model is the one with the lower 5r. 
The easyLTB code outputs a file with seven columns (after removing X~AO and 
X~AfB and adding in X~): the five parameters Ho, Din, (J, loglO 1/ and Dant in that 
order, then X;NE and finally X~, respectively. l\'otice that we wrote down loglO 1/ 
instead of just 1/. \Ve did this because, due to the nature of how 1/ affects the shape 
of DMO(r), once it exceeds a value 0(103 ), DMO(r) (and therefore p(z)) does not 
change significally (if at all), thus using such a log scale not only allows us to specify 
the range of 1/ more easily as we can cover a large range in 1/ by only focussing 
on a relatively small range in IOglO 1/, but allows us to include all of its important 
behavioural properties in our analysis (i.e. where it causes a fiat, steep or a void 
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The next task we undertook was to calculate the joint- and one-parameter likeli-
hood distributions in order to understand the degeneracy that exists between pairs 
of parameters i.e. how shifting the value of one parameter necessitates a shift in the 
other in order to maintain the same X2, and to provide confidence limits on each 
parameter i.e. to be able to say how confidence we are that the best-fit value is 
within the given upper and lower bounds of the marginalized (to be defined in a 
moment) best-fit value. The likelihood is defined as 
L( ) = L ex [ (X2(p) - X:iJP))] 
P max P 2 ' (4.3) 
where X:w is the minimum X2, and Lmax is the maximum likelihood (which cor-
responds to the best-fit model). Although IDL routines for doing the likelihood 
analysis is provided, we wrote our own procedure in l\Iaple in order to compute 
joint-parameter likelihood contours and one-parameter likelihood curves using SN 
data alone, as well as combining SN and H(z) data (from here on referred to as 
SN + H). To work out the likelihood, specifically in the combined case (as in the SN 
case alone, things are slightly simpler), we added the columns of the corresponding 
X2'S (equivalent to multiplying the respective likelihoods). before applying equation 
( 4.3). 
l\ow, in order to construct the 2-D (i.e. joint-parameter) likelihood contours and 
the ID (i.e. one-parameter) likelihood curves, we needed to perform marginalization. 
The general formula for marginalization of a quantity is given by 
( 4.4) 
if there are in total m parameters and we are interested in j of them (j < m). 
However, since we were only working with discrete values of L (recall that the 
Fortran code scans through a grid of parameter values), we needed to approximate 
the integral in (4.4). We used the simple Riemann sum approximation 
npj+l nPrn 
L(P1, ··Pj) = L ... L L(P1, ··Pj;Pj+l.i··Pm.i)6.Pj+1···6.Pm, (4.5) 
i=l i=l 
where 
6. _ max(p) - min(p) 
P - l' np -
(4.6) 
and np refers to the number of points the parameter P is chosen to have in its 
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the parameters PI .. Pj stay the same. Indeed, there exists other numerical methods 
that are capable of providing better approximations to Eq. (4.4), however, we 
compared our results with that from the IDL routines provided, and found significant 
agreement between the two. 
Joint-parameter (or 2-D) likelihood contours were then constructed as follows: 
• using the 3-dimensional surface respresenting i(PI,P2), we divided it by its 
maximum height (imax (PI,P2)) so that its magnitude varies from 0 to 1. 
• we then could work out, using the form of Eq. (4.3) divided through by L max , 
and the values in Table I in [123], the different heights in il i max that corre-
sponds to the different confidence levels within which the best-fit marginalized 
value, which corresponds to the peak of the distribution, falls. The different 
heights are given by 
~ = exp [_ ~X2] , 
Lmax 2 
(4.7) 
where ~X2 = X2 - X~in = 2.30,6.17 and 11.80 for the 68.3%,95.4% and 99.7% 
confidence levels, respectively. 
The respective 2-D confidence contours shown in section 4.3.2 are effectively the 
slices of the corresponding likelihood surface corresponding to those numbers. One-
parameter (or I-D) likelihood distributions for a particular parameter is determined 
by marginalizing over all of the other parameters, leaving a I-dimensional function 
i(PI) to ,York with. From our results (as we shall come to in section 4.3) it was 
clear that our parameters were not entirely governed by Gaussian statistic, due to 
the skewness of their likelihood distributions. Therefore, in order to provide a more 
accurate result, at least in this case (i.e. the I-D case), we rather integrated under 
the curve, from the left and right, to find the lmver and upper bounds, respectively, 
on each parameter, such that the area to the left of the lmver bound, and to the right 
of the upper bound, each makes up x% of the total area under the curve, where x 
corresponds to 15.8, 0.023, 0.0015 in the 68.3%,95.4% and 99.7% cases respectively. 
In the case of a Gaussian distribution, the 68.3%, 95.4% and 99.7% confidence levels 
are also known as the 1 - a, 2 - a and 3 - a levels, respectively, where a is the 
parameter used to define the width of the Gaussian which is directly proportional 
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4.2 Results and Analysis 
4.2.1 Fitting to Cosmological Data 
Kow that we have an idea of how well these voids can reproduce f.1 ACm!, let us see 
how well they can fit the SN and SN + H data. Table 4.2 shows best-fit models to 
SK only, along with the corresponding X2, X2 / ndf and rF\YHl\!. Here we have fixed 
f2 0ut = 1 in all of the models considered. The main reason for doing this is for 
simplicity - the number of parameters describing our model is kept to a minimum 
- but we are also aware that the value of f2M tends to 1 anyway as one goes back into 
the past (or similarly large distances or redshifts)l. One should keep in mind here, 
however, that by setting f2 0ut = 1 we may be restricting the freedom of our models, 
since, as tables 3.1 and 3.2 suggest, this may influence the resulting void FWHM 
required to fit the observations. On the other hand, as Fig. 4.1 shows, the current 
data fails to probe the outer regions of the void, where f2 0ut = 1, so based on that 
alone we can infer that allowing f20ut to vary should not make much of a difference 
to the best-fit X2 value. In appendix A we explore the case of allowing f2 0ut to vary, 
and show that, indeed, f20ut is not well constrained by the data, implying that we 
need observations at higher redshifts to have any chance of constraining f2 out . 
In Table 4.1, we show the best-fit parameters of a flat ACD:\I model after fitting 
to Sl'\ and SN+H data. Notice that we obtain a reduced minimum X2 that is less 
than unity (the reduced X2 for the best-fit model should be 2: 1), due to the fact 
that \ve increased the errors on the SN data (as mentioned in the Introduction), 
which has the effect of decreasing the overall X2 and thus 5r as well. 
In Tables 4.2 and 4.3 we show the best-fit parameters for our 5 different void 
models after fitting to SN and SN + H data, respectively, along with the correspond-
ing X2 and 5r values. The basic conclusion from these tables (4.1,4.2,4.3) is that; 
2 
all of the 5r values are comparable, so that the best-fit void and ACD:\I models 
are statistically the same (to one decimal place or so), and later we shall compute 
other statistical quantities that basically leads to the same conclusion; the best-fit 
l! value for void #1 is small and finite in the fit to SK case, corresponding to an 
f2A!o(r) profile that is smooth at the center, and slightly larger yet still finite in the 
fit to SN+H case, indicating that void models with f2A/o(r) smooth at the center are 
(only slightly) favoured over sharper void profiles (as we shall later see). Of course, 
1 Thi~ call 1)(' ~h()\\"ll by takill~ til(' lilllit. ill both Eq.·s (2.19) (afte! ~l'tting U" = 0) awl (:2.67). 
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2 
taking into account the second and third decimal places, 'oW see different ~ values, 
and in particular, the lowest and hence the most preferred model is void model #4 
in the fit to SN case, and ; in the SN+H case. 
TahleLl: Best-fir panuneters for the fhlt :\CD~\ lllo<ipi from S:\ and S:\ +H ('011-
"'traillts. 
Data Ho n.\[ ') L .\ - ndf 
klll/S/l-.lpc 
Sl\' 6f.9:3 0.29 :311.18 0.786 
S:\ + II 6·1.55 0.32 :~26. ,) 1 0.80-1 
Table ·1.2: Bc'st-fit model parallH'tcrs from S); data. 
~lodd Ho nill log){) II '} ):,,\" F\\'lI~\ iT \~s u;:rr 
# kIll/sf ;\lpc Cpc X lOti Gpc 
1 61.17 O.1·H) 2.05 1.0 :308.82 0.781 5.13 
61.:36 0.110 3.29 - :308.(:)3 0.782 5.17 
.1 61.39 O.12D 3.21 - 309.30 0.78:3 0.12 
4 61.31 O.1·1S l.35 - :308.;)1 0.781 5.17 
5 61.35 O.U3 l.90 - 308.70 0.782 5.2~J 
Tablp1.3: Best-fit lllodd panullt'ters from S);+H data. 
~\()dd Ho nin lug lO /1 
') \;S-H FWH}.\ iT \.~S-H u;rr-
-Ii- km/s/l-.\pc Gpc Gpc n-
1 (j 1.2·f 0.119 1.91 0.71 :321.6-1 O.79fj 6.81 
61.3:1 0.120 3.77 - 321.71 0.79-1 6.28 
., 6 UK (Ull 3.S9 - ,321..)7 0.79-1 7.17 
4 fj 1.:30 0.125 1. SS - :321.81 0.79.') 6.6.') 
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In Fig.'s 4.2 and 4.3 we show plots ofOA/o(r), Hl.o(r) and k(r) for our 5 different 
best-fit void models from SN and SN+H data, respectively. All of these void models 
are virtually indistinguishable up to a comoving distance of about 2 Gpc in both 
cases (i.e. SN and SN+H, respectively), indicating that the data constrains the 
behavioural features of such voids fairly tightly, but further out the voids deviate 
slightly from one another. Thus, having more data at higher redshifts, say from z > 1 
till about z = 4, could allow the ruling out of some of these models considered, since, 
of course, differences in the shape of the void (i.e. 0A/O (r)) leads to differences in 
the observable quantities such as J.L( z) and H (z), as we shall no\v turn to. 
Fig.'s 4.4 and 4.4 shows the corresponding distance moduli with an empty uni-
verse subtracted off for each best-fit void model as well as that of the best-fit ACDM 
and EdS models (left panel), and the difference between each void model's distance 
modulus and that of ACDM (right panel), for the fits to SN and SN+H data, re-
spectively. In both cases, the void J.L(z) curves are all virtually the same (see the 
left panels), but when comparing the void and ACD~I 11(Z) curves (right panels), 
the differences between the latter is different in the S:\ and SN + H cases. Although 
in both cases II - J.LACOl\! is within the accuracy of current SN data (i.e. the two 
models are indistinguishable) up to z rv 1, beyond that redshift we see that in the 
fit to S:\' data case, J.L _ILACDl\! is much larger than that in the fit to SN+H case, so 
that if the accuracy of data improves, we may be able to support or rule these LTB 
void models in favor of the ACD~1 model. 
Since there is no way of distinguishing between LTB and ACD~I in the fit to 
SN+H data case using SN data alone (right panel Fig. 4.5), let us see what the 
plots of the corresponding Hubble rate tells us. The main outcome that stems from 
Fig. 4.6 is that the resulting best-fit HII(z) curves for our 5 different void models 
traces the shape of the H(z) data remarkably well. In fact, as an example, \vhen we 
compute the X2'S for the H(z) curves corresponding to the best-fit to SN+H data of 
void model and that of ACDM, we find the following: void model produces 
a X2 = 12.45, and consequently 5r = 1.56, whereas the corresponding best-fit to 
Sr\+H data ACDM H(z) curve has X2 = 14.20 and a 5r = 1.58, so actually, the 
X2 's are, just as in the fit to SN and SN+H cases, comparable, with the void model 
fitting slightly better. So, although by 'eye' it seems that the void models fit the 
data significantly better than the ACD~1 model, the number of data points are too 
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4.2.2 Likelihood Contours 
In this section, we reveal the degeneracies between all the possible pairs of param-
eters by constructing joint-parameter likelihood contours, and also determine the 
likelihood distributions of each parameter from SN and S:\,+H constraints for void 
model #1. 
Tal)l\' 1.1: .\lal'ginalized best-ht parallleters at D·')(1r ('ollhlh'llCP frolll S~ alld S~+H 
('ollstmillts 
Data JJo ~ 2ill (T log]f) lJ 
klll/S/l\lpC Cpt 
Priors 58.00 14.00 0.00-0.2 ! rUlO 2-Um -1. :30 -- 3.70 
S:\' 61.Gl-c I~~ - Ll.J ().lO-lIU~ -O.fI, 
G -')-I,{j~ 
. I - __ ,) 17 :3.:3::::\'.'0, 
S:\+H GJ -')+I'i~ . {--1.1~ () 1O+(lU7 . -fl.OG - '1-12~1 I.ti -():!, 3.;;::::;"1:' 1 
Table 4.4 shows the marginalized best-fit parameters for void model #1 with 
95o/c confidence limits, from fitting to S1\ and SN + H data, where the priors are also 
given. \Ve see again that the main difference between the parameter values in the 
S:\' and SN + H cases is the value of a: the SN + H case yields a higher value for a, 
which arises from the fact that (not shown here), when fitting void models to H(z) 
data only, extremely large (a rv 20) Gpc and empty (Slin rv 0.01) voids are the ones 
that give the minimum X2 , so when combining with the fit to SN results which has 
a lower value for a, it is only natural that a is t hen larger in the fit to SN + H case 
than in the fit to SN case only. Notice in the column for the smoothness parameter 
v (or 10glOV as shown), that the best-fit values are roughly 3 orders of magnitude 
larger than that in the unmarginalized case (see Tables 4.2 and 4.3), indicative of 
sharp, spikier voids, yet still differentiable and continuous at the center. Also note 
that there is no upper bound on v, only a lower one, but we shall come to this again 
just nmv. As will also be clear just now, is the fact that, when combining data, the 
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CIL1PTER 1. FITTlSG \/()J[)S' TO DATA. 
In Fig.'s 4.10 and 4.11 we show the joint-parameter likelihood plots from SN and 
sr; + H constraints, respectively. The inner, red-filled regions represent the 68.3% 
confidence level, the orange regions 95.4%, and the off-yellow regions correspond to 
the 99.7% level, and the remaining regions includes everything> 99%. Just to recall, 
the way to view these plots are as horizontal slices at different heights4 through the 
3-dimensional surface that represents the marginalized likelihood functional of the 
given two parameters. The crosses indicate the positions of: the best-fit to SN data 
(blue), the best-fit to H(z) data (green), the best-fit to S:.\'+H data (cyan), and the 
best-fit mariginalized (black), parameters. 
Let us quickly discuss the degeneracies that exist between the parameters. The 
strongest degeneracies are between all the possible pairs of l2 in , a and v, and can 
be interpreted as follows: in order to give the same (or very similar) X2 , if one 
wants a larger void (i.e. larger a), then l2in must decrease (i.e. the void must be 
emptier), and the void must be sharper at the origin (i.e. larger v), and vice versa. 
The degeneracies between those same parameters and Ho are less obvious, but still 
present: Emptier (i.e. lower l2in ) and sharper (i.e. larger v) voids require a larger 
Ho, whereas a larger void (i.e. larger a) needs a lower Ho in order to give the same 
(or very similar) X2 , and vice versa. As mentioned in the beginning of this section, 
when we combine constraints from SN with constraints from H (z) data, the resulting 
constraints on the parameters tighten, and we can see this occuring in Fig.'s 4.10 
and 4.11. 
In Fig. 4.12 we show the one-parameter likelihood distributions for each param-
eter from sr; (left) and SN+H (right) constraints - this is a graphical version of 
Table 4.4. The vertical lines corresponds to: the best-fit to S:\ (blue, space-dashed), 
best-fit to H(z) (green, dot-dashed), best-fit to SN+H (cyan, solid) and marginal-
ized best-fit (black, dashed), parameters. Notice that Ho and l2in are fairly well 
constrained, whereas a, and even more so, v, is poorly constrained. Although a has 
both a (well-defined) lower and an (not so well-defined) upper bound, v only has 
a (not very well-defined) lower bound, no upper bound. This made is difficult to 
determine the constraints on v, as the likelihood distribution does not have a defi-
nite peak, and does not drop off at large v. This, and the observation that in the 
2-D plots of a vs. 10glOv that the best-fit model to SN (blue cross), and the best-fit 
model to sr; + H (cyan cross), each coincides with their corresponding marginalized 
lA" stated c,lrlip] ill sectiolJ!.!.l. tl1(',,(' hcighb COJTf'''PUlltj to (,xp(-~A~/21, \d)('r(' ~X~ = 
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best-fits (black cross), whereas in the other 2-D plots no such thing happens, can be 
understood as follows: first of all, the reason why v is does not have an upper bound 
arises from the fact that, once v reaches a certain large value (rv 103), increasing it 
further does not change the resulting D Alo (r) profile, and so we expect that an upper 
bound on v would not come easily since the liklihood distribution would not change 
after that critical value of v; second of all, since Ho and Din are well constrained, 
marginalizing over them to produce the 2-D a vs. lOglOV contour plot should pre-
serve (and does) the best-fit to data models and that of the marginalized best-fits, 
hence the intersection of the crosses. The moment we marginalize over either one 
of a or v, the degeneracy existing between the latter, and the fact that v has no 
upper bound. causes a difference between the best-fit to data models and that of 
the marginalized best-fits. 
Finally, we end off with one final point that, although was initially perceived as 
problematic, ended up just being a minor issue that was eventually overcome by the 
numerous checks carried out, The basic issue that we came across when fitting to 
S:\ data was the fact that the best-fit v was extremely close to 1 - the value at 
which parameterization # 1 has a 'hole' - which vve thought to be a very unlikely 
situation. As such we checked the Fortran code for possible subtleties that we may 
have overlooked. \Ve ruled out the possibly that the precision of the code was not 
high enough, which would lead to numerical rounding errors. \\'e compared the 
output of n\[O (r) from the Fortran code with that from ~Iaple. as well as the value 
of the corresponding :\:2 for a given model when v = 1, and found exact agreement. 
\Ve then checked whether different datasets also prefer a value v rv 1 in order to 
finally put the issue of v = 1 to rest. As Table B.1 shows in Appendix B, other SN 
datasets produce a different value for the smoothness parameter v, thus supporting 
the finding from our other checks that our code was working correctly, and that the 
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4.2.3 Which model is favoured the most? 
In this section, we determine which model, out of all considered. is favoured the most 
by the observations. If we compare the reduced X2 ,s for the best-fit void models 
2 
(1 - 5) with that from the best-fit ACDl\1 model, we see that 5r for the void models 
are roughly a quarter percent smaller (at worst) than that of the ACDI\.I model in 
the fit to S!'J case, and roughly one percent smaller (at worst) in the SN + H case. 
This immediately implies that the void models considered here are. very slightly, 
favoured over ACD~1. However, there are more sophisticated techniques applicable 
to model selection, such as the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [135] 
2 2k(k-1) 
AIC = Xmin + 2k + II,' _ k _ 1 ' (4.8) 
where k is the number of parameters and /1/ the number of data points, and the 
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [136] 
BIC = X~in + kIn N . (4.9) 
A lower AIC or BIC implies a more favoured model. In Table 4.5 we summarize the 
AIC and BIC values for each void model as well as that of ACD-:\I. 
Tc,J.l t , -1..,'): Illfol"llwtiOll criterioll for the 1>e:-;r-nt ,'(lid world,.; illlrl tllilt (If .\CD:\I 
l110dd ftolll S:\" + II con~traillts 
i\lodd AlC I3Ie 
1 129.70 T32 .()~ 
2 327.78 :329.3,:-\ 
3 327.fj() :329. J() 
1 :~27.K 1 329.{jj 
u ~)27.8U :32U.fj9 
}\('D-:\1 3:30 .. ')2 3:31. 7~) 
From the AIC, we see that void model # 1 is only slightly favoured over the 
ACD-:\I model. From the BIC, we see obtain the opposite result: the ACDI\.I model 
is slightly favoured over void model # 1. In any case, the most favoured void is given 
by void model , although, it is not possible to say with any confidence which 
model is favoured the most: a large void embedded in an otherwise EdS universe, 
or a flat dark energy dominated FLRW model. To accomplish such a feat, we would 
require data with much better accuracy, and possibly to use additional observations 
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Conclusion and Outlook 
The present phase of accelerated expansion of the universe. as deduced from the red-
shifting of type Ia supernovae (SN), is widely accepted as being due to some exotic 
cosmological fluid possessing a negative pressure that has been dubbed 'dark energy' 
(DE). In particular, when this DE is assumed to be in the form of Einstein's cosmo-
logical constant A, and further assuming spatially flat hypersurfaces, requires it to 
make up approximately 74% of the total energy in the universe, with dark matter 
contributing roughly 26%, and the baryons of which we are made accounts for only 
47c. This current concordance model of cosmology, the ACD:'I model which is based 
on the homogeneous and isotropic Friedmann-Lemaitre-Roberton-\Valker (FLRW) 
metric. can account for the bulk of the cosmological data we have at present, yet we 
have no theoretical understanding of the origin and nature of A. For this reason, we 
have investigated the isotropic but inhomogeneous Lemaitre-Tolman-Bondi (LTB) 
model. as it currently displays remarkable potential as a viable alternative to dark 
energy. Although forcing us to be close to the center of the universe in order to agree 
with the highly isotropic background radiation field we observe as the Cosmic l\1i-
crow ave Background (Cl\IB), occupying a large (few gigaparsecs) underdense region 
in spacetime, or void, containing only baryons and D:'L allows us to account for the 
observed accelerated expansion of the universe without the need for a cosmological 
constant. 
Our investigation into LTB void models confirmed numerous results that already 
exist in the literature regarding LTB models in general. We studied 5 different 
parameterizations of the dimensionless matter density today, i.e. 0MO(r), and in 
particular. introduced a new parameterization that could control the smoothness of 
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q(z), and shmved that when a 'weak-singularity' exists, the universe will necessarily 
undergo acceleration today (i.e. qo < 0), whereas when the weak-singularity is 
absent, then an effective deceleration (i.e. qo > 0) is peceived, thus confirming 
the result by [109]. Secondly, we showed that all of our 5 different void models 
considered can fit the ACDr-vr distance modulus to well within the current accuracy 
of S:\ data, and in particular, the new parameterization we came up with can do so 
to arbitrary accuracy (although already shown by [113], thus supporting the result 
of [116] that for a given FLRW model, there exists an LTB model that can match 
its distance modulus. 
Secondly. we confronted all 5 void parameterizations with the largest compilation 
of S:.\'" to date, namely the Constitution set consisting of 397 Sf',' [19], as well as the 
Hubble rate (H(z)) data [23] consisting of 10 points after adding in the HST [134] 
point, and obtained better fits to these observations than the ACDl\I model. Our 
findings pointed out that using the Sl\' data alone will not suffice to allow the 
testing of the Copernican Principle (CP), in contrast to previous claims [113]. We 
then pointed out that the H(z) data, when used in conjunction with the SN data, 
could potentially be used as a means to distinguish between ACDl\I and LTB void 
models that abide by the idea of post-inflationary homogeneity by having a zero 
bang time function (i.e. tn(T) = 0). The resulting voids \ve found had a mean 
FWHl\l of 6.6 ± 0.4 Gpc, which is truly cosmic in size, and is in excellent agreement 
with that found in previous studies [120], where the FWH:\I is 6.5 Gpc. In addition, 
best-fit model corresponding to the ne\v parameterization came out to be not only 
one which is smooth at the center, but smoother than that of the best-fit Gaussian 
model, implying that the latest SN dataset prefers voids that are smooth at the 
center, although we found that pointier voids can give comparable fits to the data. 
We finally note that our best-fit void models show remarkable similarities in 
terms of the observables studied in [71], \vhich involved the application of the CPL 
DE parameterization to the current SN, BAa and C:\lB datasets in an FLR\V con-
text. Excluding the tight constraints on the parameters from the Cl\IB, [71] showed 
that the universe may actually be undergoing deceleration today - a conclusion 
we reach as well when we consider the effective deceleration parameter - which is 
in contrast with the present-day accelerated expansion as predicted in the concor-
dance model. l\Ioreover, we discovered another hint of non-ACD:\l behaviour upon 
contructing the effective dimensionless matter density nu(z) using the Hubble rate 
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in a ACDl\I universe. However, more accurate H(z) data will reveal whether or 
not our result can be confirmed, or whether it is next to impossible to achieve the 
required accuracy needed to detect a non-ACD:"I universe. 
At least two topics has so far arisen out of this study. The subtlety regarding 
the way in vvhich the Hubble parameter today (Ha) not only affects the overall 
scaling of the f.l(z) curve, but also its overall shape. We propose to fit for the intrisic 
luminosity of the SN, which is related to Ha, at the same time in order to obtain 
the best-fit possible to the data, as well as to find a way to successfully marginalize 
over Ho without losing information such as the overall shape of p(z). In another 
study, vve plan to determine the matter power spectrum as predicted by the LTB 
model, where we will use the results of [17] (see Appendix C). as this would provide 
the much-needed rigorous constraints on LTB models, so that we may finally rule 
them out in favour of ACDM, or support the idea that we live at the center of a 











Allowing flout to be Free 
We briefly highlight the investigation we undertook into allowing rlout to be free 
when fitting to the SN data, using void model #l. The best-fit to SN parameters 
we found ,,,ere: Ho = 64.10 km/s/l\lpc, rl in = 0.17, a = 2.95 Gpc. loglQv = 2.2 X 10-5 
and rlout = 2.28. 
Fig. A.1 shows the joint-parameter confidence contours between rl out and the 
other parameters (note that rlout vs. v is not shown, due to time constraints). 
The degeneracies between these parameters were briefly discussed in Chapter 3, and 
these plots simply serve as a supporting illustration. 
Fig. A.2 shows the 1D likelihood distribution of rlout, and we see that rlout IS 
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Results from other SN Data Sets 
In light of the l/ = 1 issue arising from fitting void model # 1 to the Constitution 
sample [19]. we wanted to see what results our Fortran code would give when fitting 
the \'oid to other SN data sets, as a check to see that the code was not picking 
out l/ = 1 every time. In Table B.1, we show the best-fit model parameters of 
void #1 when fitting to the Davis et al. sample [44] (A). the Union sample [45] 
(B), the original Constitution sample [19] (C) (recall that we modified the errors to 
account for intrisic dispersion) and finally the Constitution T (where "T" stands for 
'truncated") sample [137] (D), who removed a total of 34 Sl\' from the Constitution 
sample in order to avoid tension between the data sets regarding the results of 
cosmological parameters. From these results we see that the best-fit l/ is different 
Ta]Jle- B.l: Best-fit parmnctns of void Illodel #1 h(JlIl \ari()ll~ S.\ data sets. 
DatR Set flo nil! log 11) II 
.) 
~ FWIL\l (J \"y ndf 
"# kllJ/s/i\Ipc Cpc Gpc 
A 6:j. 7~ O.O(i:j 9.2G 2.D;) 19.).:3>--: I.D:3 10.19 
B 70.60 O.09:j (j. :")() j()() :HO,fj,>{ 1.(12 7.14 
(' GUS 0.110 2.17 8x 10-(; 1:j9.!);3 1.17 :").11 
D G 1. 00 ().lSi) 2.:3:3 :.Ux lO-'2 270.8~ U./':i :).52 
for the other data sets, and higher in fact, due to the lack of low-redshift Sl'\ in those 










Perturbation Theory in LTB 
Cosmology 
In this appendix, the paper published by the author along with Dr. Chris Clarkson 
and Dr. Timothy Clifton has been inserted verbatim, This paper derives the set 
of 'J\Iaster equations' describing the evolution of the linearly perturbed background 
quantities in an LTB spacetime. This work is important for future studies of the 
matter-power spectrum as well as the Baryon Acoustic Oscillations present in the 
galaxy power spectrum as observed in an LTB spacetime, which is expected to put 
enormous strain on these models and may even rule them out once and for all. 
Although the paper was not written in the own words of the author, the author 
was actively involved in the research that was carried out, and contributed mainly 












Perturbation theory in 
Lemaitre-Tolman-Bondi cosmology 
Chris Clarkson," Timothy Clifton l, and Sean Februaryc 
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t.o the ull<l""i,~LI. ' eQui,eme nt tht Ihe Unive,,,,, nJUst [,., fiD,<I .,ith a ,uH)l hly di,t,ilml.u 
atl' 1 ~n,italiullali,' [epubi,'" e_,"-ie oul "l ~n"', kw)w II U, Dark En(!l'~y, TIl>' <'011<,el'tuai prd>-
)"m., , ..... "''''i~I''d with Dmk EH"'gy mY' ~,--,J I k>\O"-H, mK1 "'0 d;'l1'",sill~ "'l01.l!!h tho, It, '"", 
_n" w'-'Hil in"'"ti~liIl,l!' altemaliv<, b "PI",~lill!( IUudek 
Ono ,lid. ,uto,ml1w i, the "p lw,-i('.,lh ,ym","'!ie, (he" d.-.nin"t('(l cos">0logi..,.1 Ij0h-
t.~)u 01 u,moit.re, ' i'<~II"'ll ar~l lJOI~li ill I hi, lw~iel b L%-Hopic al",-.ut a 'iu~1c poit11 il\ 
,~, 111 ,,>(1'OOJllell l wiell 1","1 golflH ,UlWv' arKl ul,,,,,,'v"lio,l'l of the (''--''mi<' ~ !icro""8"e 
lJa('Kg,oun(L hut i>, "ni" It!opi ... "\TTY"'j..",,, ON' [2 A; moh, "''' "". 1'''']l1i1'"d t<,1 liye w'IT n",,, 
Ih" <'ent!. vf '," IllUlet,.,', illdi<,.ting a L"'ak with tl", C"'pfflll<'3.l1 P,iIlCipt. Ihal "II" Jo'arlh ~, 
nol '" a "-'''Iml, 'P"Cwi iy j"'''''''td 1'O",f""," [.,]_ T ho u,m~ilre-Tuh"",l-&nJi (LTD) tlJ<.Jd el 
"Ikmo< til. Hnl,h., rat" ,,, mry w ith Trull"1 d~,I"tl '" from 11," ,'('nlro "I' ') tm' ''l l'}" '" ~,,:J ", 
~'ith tillle, IOwl >0 allvw, for lll. J~",>jLilit\, o! ~warel' l oc<'"e'"tiull (if oh,.,.-Y"lioIL' within 
,I""" al'O mte,preted in "n fLRW fl'aHLI~~~)l'k). ""hi", "" part vi tloelH lle<.J. utJ<l.,p.J "n~ 
",:"ele'~tillg eXjl~U,iOIL 
One m",· the" H) ",,,1 ~rKU" "'1 00-, 11":1 i.: ~"vmlM. or on lb e I'Jum.h ,)[ pr"'Ulm<l !'ad". 
t lni ".,,,, ph}'";'-,, which d tl"",' !n(><iol, i, '''''''' lik"l\ '_ CJe,.,.-I\· There oro geMl 1',y,."", tn 
d",!a>''lUl' .i l l",!'. depenJ.i!l)( on "hi(;h (Rl. ~LI~)N Ino,l: th" Earth I"'ing ill ~ op"";"] p'",ition 
in tiC<' Unher",_ 01 tbe ",\';te,,,,, oCD .. k E''''''K'', ",hieb ,equir<'; n-; In lh'e Ol a op€<'iai lin", 
"'hen the ",-cdel'at ~)u i, jll,t """(ing '0 kick in_ iloll.-""''- a mo,c obj('('h w (N¥J ocrntilk) 
appr<AVh to (he pn,ulenl wV,L1J Le (0 try aoo Ji'liI",ud, bet"" '''l the Iwo llL(><id" ",itil 
rl"''';1 ub,,,,r;ati OIl', Thb h"" be.en ~tt"HLpl<;(1 ~ nUHLLer 01 Jiffererll time> ill tile liLe,alure 
.lready 14]_ H (jw~v"" in 01 (\ .' \0 milk. "'Wp;t.rj.,. ,,,, to (liff"'''''t lypes of ,",rruph"i,al d.t, 
il i, al,.,ululdr u.,,,,,,,,,,,v 10 lulV" " p rop'" tllj(iOT"~"ding of ho\\ "ruelm e, kmn >.nd b(-l""" 
ill th"'" tll,)(lek f"'~ thi, "",on.> ",rlef' I ."diLJ~ Ih,,! I"'rturootion II,,-'Of) Au .utefllath·" 
appl'O';c~ i, '0 lry 10 te'l (l~, Gop<'mi,ou pd ncip ," ,lin,dly :5]. h ul Ih>; ;., ve<)' difficull to 
."h;",,, ~t p,,,,",,',,t through dil'('('t t"<t,, 
FUl oI,,"-,''''tiuHs . uch "" lhe ;ntq(ra!-t<l S""ho--W(~!o df,"t, Rc.."..srn.r"" "!foe'!;, '" Jrlat_ 
t", pO""" '1""'lmm it .. oudon" th~, a Jl"'Jl"l: iul.rp''''Mkm of tlK dat~;, d,'pmdNu on 
!ll}(lcr"aH,jiu~ (he r"",,,'nnt pe,\,ulJali0n toou,), 1Iow""e!. vlhe, ou"",yatiou,_ th.t do ,~~ 
w"-."",,,ily ''''lui!" p<'rturbMi", th ,,,r\' in fLH\\-, ~' ill " I", )·..,qui,,, a kuv~'Ie<J!(€ uf pertut-
ool~m II""",}, ill the LTII "'''-<- A" ,'x",,,!,lo .. 1\>(' n "" "I' h oryon ,"""u"ic (,..,ill"tim" a, 8 
~l'obe vi c"",nel'-'K)', In fLR\\' it buffices to oomid .. ""' '''NiIJg ",-.jut> ill an nn]><ti l!l t-x--d fiuid, 
to "'" how h->ngth !<Calo, ~t l'cco)!lloiMtiou are "HJked unto di' lan"" ure",ur"'; Ull '-'u pMt 
l~ht ('nil" Ill"" tTB nni ""'"', ho\,"'\~r, t.h~ ,.alc "fg,oo;'th vr.i,u,"-ul'. "'ill t. dlUeenl ~t 
JilIere~t pIa=-, ~lld t he peenli.,- vclocity 01 p"nmb~tiou' ,.--...-i ' ",It ,R""': ~';'eTl m' .. u~eJ 
mw ."it~b~ ,cah fil> 1' .. "",, 010(' llLH\' u.iwh' "XIK",I ,-"her .. ·i.",), Lik",,,i.,.. ",h,," """iJe' in ~ 
~ght refl" 'ti'Jg off" g:>1a:cy du.,~, in f LR\I" " ma;y ouffi", (0 <'on,;<\ "" 11M on """'flge tire 
lnc~i0n< c-f ~"Ia",,' ci U6I"''' will ClilJ{'ei uu!. '" thl ~I'pmximatillg g;r.bn ,In,t.,..,;c, t"';llg 
OOmoviI'l\ ",ilh t t>c badq"c'1llL(! fiukl U\~y 00 ,um"""t to gel ~('(;llrale l a-lilt;, In 'll LIB 
" "j,,,,,,, \b" i, 'L<,ljJ<"h' to I~, "'11<" ,~, );rad;"llj, ill g'od',,',on,,1 P"<"httru., ~;ll "",,wlnp <100 
to diffo'ent. gr'''''11\ ,3t ... M d iffere n1 p""itio"", 
A, wdl "i; Lll. ,.qui, emel~ oIlmJ('Thtandiug ,i]),,,,, pcrtmb,\\ion th""0' in orrb '0 ""-
c,,""'oiy ,,",,01ll!( [co- alrc~d ,,' ",IB bl;,)",,1 Pi'el",,; ul ('(lSUj(~""''-'Y. Ihe,o i, aJ",-) tho J>0~<lbi lit ) or 
finJ lllj( n_' ol..-"",tkmal phc'~)]n<'n" t hat could "" 11-"'<1 t<> distinHu;sh , b;, LTD 3wl I'Tilll" 
(,,,"~)logic,,_ or ",-J!1."l'"in 'ho Iw e nr LTD uwMl, I hl ar-" oL>erw\ioll,'U \' "iahle, Au "",,,,,, pie 
of Ib;" is (be I'ot.lltial eoupj"g 01""0 lar g",\'it~lkln~1 ]>0ton(i"L, to ten«)l' gr,,,'i\Bt;oLHJ ... ~,,"" 










t'oU I )lilL~ oc't'uro, O n a 1.0<11(\1\"11"''''' )'",:k,.:n,u:.d "".j.,- . ",,('j()f aHi "'ll><lr 11""1<,,, ' hffi "",I", 
in<.l 'T""' <knl ly_ Itl au i nll()[tl(lf~ " n"-'u" LTD b",:kgn)llari, l"",€vec, the d"",u>"-'Oi(iul1 ,heureIH 
will only I,,' ""lid on 1 I", n'O d im~Tc,i ona l "mf",,", of ' p hr,;"al ,,.""lLctr.\'_ Tn th~ \10"", J"''''Ll-
'",Hal <pac. (b.,e ~·ill be 1l<J ,,''''I lilt'OI€IH, ~nd in !\eII€I~1 one .houid ~,xp"·' ("(lllplin~ 10 ()('cm 
1.0',,,,,,,, " hat we '''''',ent innaJ" think of WI yaliu', -\",-~,-,,-' "'IJ 't.e!I""r' moo""" n"".'g" 
compb",,'crl, ",d, cff"'t' IX",I,I pol"ntia lly l.w u~ '" P>"Uoo' el l he K""''''''I'Y of the uuj,,,,,,,,, 
In "",' Iio:l 2 ~-~ intn ,d ll'" d r.- fot'nmj' IH ""Iuiml f",.. I)("tm ""tion ,1,''<1<,'' abo'" a , pt",'_ 
ic~ll" symnl,,\ rit' bat·k~ruunJ, 111 """tion 3.1 ~ml 3 2 -.." V,,,",,,,,t th., p,~· 1 ·ubat "'11 <'<1" at ""I' 
.000 in ..,,-tim 3.3 n,", 4 ""c ,ji""", th";!" _""lutiO!l' "nd l~,,\ (hey ,datr to 1l"t:lmhaUotl l il", 
orl' in FLRW hnall". in ",,'\; 0:' 5 "'" C'Dnclmle -I he ~PI"'I"li<"" mntain inlon nat ion ~j,,,,,t 
g,ngc i m"ri~ll l '1U~n\it;,., for \iJ~ a lctric ~"'(lll'bO(iun, ~'Id (ile pe<Lul-"'l iul "'-llklWUU' fur 
,ome 'p""ial m"", 
\\"c u""' uHit> in ",hdr c _ G _ I. l hwtl~hutll. 
2 P~rturbation th~or~' 011" spherically symmetric background 
I',,,'urh~ti(l[l< "" ~ 'ph",icall, '.\ mn",<.nr 'roo>-(i",€ h."" Lrtn ifl,,,iJClt<l ~ llUl nt.:-1' o! l ime" 
in ,lie li\""~t Ul~, IllUb!ly ill (he ",,,"ext of ul()(lellill~ "a!k ani ,t~!iona,y "'~'" In]_ A 11m,' 
'I .p~nok'" formolism w,," fi,"~ M "'lnped by ~idellt, M~ M.,.- >,""'i~i",,l to ~ ' V"'-'tHillle 
eoutaiuing a pert"'" ftuid hy (;undlru-b flnd \l~rtfn_(1sma (G~ IU) 18]- PertUL'~a(ioJ><; of ""If 
,imihu- IlI • .xl€b have r",,·endy I""ll ill\",tig~t...-I ill I~ : "nil 1, a,-~ ' 1 ,~ ",1\"",,,<\,, tb~, ., 1) PDE, 
",,1\1'" l<> ODEs in \l,€ "pteln 01 ,,<,r( uru..liun "'-l ""'i-on,, A ii lnit~d ci""" uf 1""' ( u .. h"t """ ill 
LT Il '","ll'-'log,V how al,,<) h,,'n M"dic-<I h,\ Ziben '10·' 
Diffe,eD( forrna! i>m, exi,( ill the liter"\Llre for eoJj"trllt~ il1~ Loth tl", "y,t.'Ill of I~'r· 
tur l~,,;"n "'I"Mi"", . OJltl rOO ~"H~('-- i H'·M·i~UI \"ri~hh, G,~'ia':1r "",I Smgul'ta [Il] (GS) 
d~\·~q,...-I ~ fi.mn oli ,," ba.'<"<l on" 2+2 c",mbmt 'pi;' "f 11K- ",,,,ric ami c'''''g,Hn()'''Ctltwo 
ten""r, Thio turn. tJoe field ''<Jlla tion, in'o ~ "Y" em of secolod....-il,'l' I'DP., . it,"1 '"' ' "wJc 
c"plici( lA G~lG, ,,·1., f"und ~ riu",,1 ""L uf 1lI",,1.,.- ~ ""ti",., de<' [ihi n~ all i-"'rt url",tjom, 
Tldl app''''''')' ",a, 11..-..:1 ;" t.l,~ ",,<Iv o[ ..,If_,imil,l' LTR 1,.."u,hotiollO per[ol'll!€<l in [~], 
Al(erH~'i".,,,. a t"",-",·:ant 1+1+2 form"li>In h .. , 1",,11 rt.,wi<lp"ct in II ~ . "hich hlli lrt< au 1 I.e 
c,)\·al'i~lJt l+.'lI~"Jl~li"H LIJOI b", l,.,.t\ u".,fulk allPl ieti ill ''''H''''log.'' Ij~1 !l,.,-~ the ilia tH,ili 
anrt HIed ~lelltit.i"" I~'" tl,c Hhi m\"t.i"" cldli,;. ," ," foc rho ""'H'-teuJ,1 iHlrL><i )('00, "'e 
tovarrat>ll." ,plit into a "Y' U'lll of fi"t·or<ior ililkmnti,,1 "'-1''''1 im"_ Til;, 1<~nl~I i.,m h", "", ''''. 
l"",n roouc",\ to n l raclable ",t of rna,t.,.- ~lJa(iun" t'I ~ g",,,,ml 'pace-time, Iml il .. , 1"'"1 
1l",,1 hy 110] '0 ""l<Iy LTR perturl",liul1<. He rc wr ~P\Jl y (Ire GS h:m.ii'llI J.,,,elq,<~l l,,· 
G\! (; \0 the """" of au L'1 B 'p~"".time. TI ,i, ",,, ,1 1., in "- 'impl" "'" of ""-!p1",\ """'lJl\-orJ", 
I'D&' 11",1 t\","riLe KeL€ral pff(mLatiou; k> the 'p""!'-l ilIl(,, ito ~ g""g~ i""~,'i,,n!. ~'~, 
~ . l The L'l'B L~ckground 
Iil~ Jl1pcrtur l><"<1 LT R 1ine--dclHeUl ral! 10., ",riUel! 
(~ . I ) 
wh",€ a - (ra , I" m~1 •. ~ ~ (r) i, , froc r'lllclir.n of T Th~ FLRI, ,,,,,Ie f.cloT. a "~, 










i""'J)<-n.tln,la, hI II", raobl ,1.,«,1;"" T"'I ..... ;, ... h h" ru' ur~ ,,,,.. ..... .,-ill ,loot"", 1M u, ~1\1 
.. ..J "nl1,,,,h.,llhl~>h 'M"" u.l.' 
-. II, ,, _ .. ,,,I 
~ 
o 
II "' _ 
o 
... "",", .., ~ "",, .,. .. _I...J J,IF~r .... h.li&o .;Ib ,~ '" I 1'1 ... ",w"S''' ,I ,h<-
" ... 1",",,,, ''I''''' ~~, ,,, ,I , •• 1 ......... ' ",.' ;. 'tell f."'-U 1" 
1\" 
p + (W _ +H ·p_O. 
,'-l~ 
OJ 
W ( II, _ I I .). 
II 11". 
- II" ' _ 
i~.IU) 
(2 I I , 
111 II .... ].><'<lu r1~' I >'" "111;'1;"',,, 'Il '" {"II"", ..... ,,;11 ,1>--....... ,0 ~hm;'"'t' ~ III f~",,, ()f W . '" 










2 .2 n armonk function. 
A natural ~'a)" to ,pEt thi, 'pw,,_tilll" i, in a 2+2 d<"<'(~np<"'t~m, "" that. ,h .. '1',.-,<'-tim(' 
rm'Hifold o.,eom"" AI 1 _ AI>" s", "her. S' ill(li~al", the 2 <limen,iumu ,pheri.-"jly ,vrnrnetr;" 
>urloc"" We "'ill "'" lower ~,,'€ Latill judice, ~,b,('" 10 denote ('O(It'~irrales ill ,y"-, u]>\JeJ 
c."'" Lalin iltd;"", A, H, C, _ to den,,!;e c(~l"hn""~ in M~, and (;TI'<'X ind~ .. , 1', ,,_ C 'I> 
Jemie cooruimt., th~( rull ",-,,- all ~ bp""",lilll. dirnen,iu",_ 
In FLRW co"nokID', "11.' p"'\LU'I,a\i"" "OIl I", ,pli\ int<) <c.fIlar, ,",,,,tor ",,,I tOrr""r ISVT) 
nW)ne, tbat demHp" !'Wltl ,·, .. h otb,..-, all~ ." emh .. hldep<''''!<'ot.!:1' (to first OI"<Ieo-l_ Thi. 
cl""oificatiLOl i . b"""d (lU how they tr"'llIforw on the bOHl"l'!'ueoU.' ~ud i-.:;tIl,!,i,· ,patioJ 111'1""-
"uri'"" .. , 0",1" """""iaJh jLl.>t H ger>e,-oU'Wtiou u[ Ilehllhultz', lh~m [14] , 
Snn, ~ 'l'lit. cal "",I "",,"hlly h" perform,,] in the ,,,me \I'm 1 ... , .. , '" t boo h"-'kgmn,,,l 
i., no h.".er "!,,,,~,U) homos~neo.c'. xnd mon"" "'Tilt." in Ihib ,,'ay "'mrkl ,'",-,pO> l~l"'r 
(II> ,,-. ,Itall _I, j]uo, ewr. we "RIt p.rforw an ~u~loRons d"""il't.:alio{( baaed 0], I.,.., th~ 
l"'l""rbat;"", tt'all,fonn i}ll t h,' ,urf",,-~ uf s]lho,.ic~l "ymmNry. This "'''''It, in ~ (""""I' lin~ 
of t be pertl,rb.,tio", ;l!t() t ~,. ill~eprnd..,lt rfl(><i.". co llNi '1")1",' (0< ewn) ~n~ '.-.xial' (,,,- ood), 
which"", !lJl!\k:wJu.>, uut no\ '-"lui,,,,!..,t, ti} ""..Jor anJ WCWr moo'" ill FLRW UUlike tlJ<> 
FLft\\ e&ie, hUW<',~, .. then' is lIu I,,"her rl""""'l-""itiolO inlO tell",r 1)00<1'"3 M no ,,,,,,_,,id,1 
',I'mm"'Tk, """_".""'" m,,j 1l'","('-free "",k 2 IM1",,"' can <"Xi" on S' TltM-efme. (Hlh' two 
d",tinct """to"< exi,t. Sa<lar" (r~nk () t elL'<oc.) Olt s" ('au tlreu be er..pa'ld,,] "" ~ ,urn of pull.,-
nlOd'"3. and h,-"her' ,'a"k te,,>o'" Ull s" call be expalt(] • .u iu ,Wn' O,er Wh \II<' I>CO"I' nlld ""ioJ 
ln oo",_ O,dy" ",.1", car, "",,,til! ,~Ir..,.k,J l'e"turh~ti",,, (~j,'en I>;, f _ 0; ~ofinNi b(i0w); 
"ud ouly "",.)"" and ,'t'rt",., (i,e __ ten""", of rank 11 ~lld I) call cwallin ~ dipol .. IprJ" it _ I) , 
114:11l'- lLlultipok, "~" be pr""'nt ill ><II t~'l""'" 
All aJlPtopriflte f"'l!~} r,f hI"i, fLlHctiOtJ' lor thi' "/,lit an' "H'oOl sph",,,ol itan ,,,,,,k< 
Th..,.., "' .. """i,ed frum the ""r.al spheriml Itt.nr..-mic bmcl!ou •• , Y'''')(;r''j. th"t ubey 
11'1,,,,,, Lhe N~tu"J ltmlll",,., t. ~i,,,, the ""~ul "'- """Ie of tl~ l_turootiulL T1., La)!i"";,,,,. 
'C" b ere, i, on ,Il<' 'urf"~e of sphol'ic~l "nml<'u'\. .,~I is gil"" hy 'C"" = 1"'",."" wh("\", 'he 
coIim ,nl;...--rrpt il"lic"",, ~ """ria", ~...-iy"ti,-..... itlt ""P""t to the metric (1Il ,h.. unit ' pill'l'<', 
"/.,;. S"~lar p<'TturOO"'HC' "', S' mIL ,ILl'II u., "Titt"1L with their ~u~ul", .]"P"",Jeu"" ;:i"en ilt 
(eUlL' of Ih~ wlu(iOl" to \lri, ~qu8 Iiutl, ,,-,.<l expatldtod "" 
-... ,,'-'=, 
<I>()',~") = L L ¢'llml(rA)yi"n' (r") , 
, .. , ". - -1 
It i, ,''',,, p,""ible 10 CUll" mct " 1"I.,j, for ali lrigher nfix 1",,;0.-, frU!fl Y I ''''I, it. ,'",'ari~'l' 
<l<-ri"a\h"", ~lJd 'h~ ''--''IL,a,l;()!I' "f ,I""",, deri,,,lh-., ~'ith the fLlwlalll<'ul,,1 authuun"rk 
t""_~><, ' ••. ~1or1e, ,b"t ca" b" ~""",ih .. d ~i'. llOO' "'llliring ' .. nn> ",,11m 1'0iAI' ~'Iri., thoG(' 
I h~l ""luin , .•• are c.-.llffi axial 
\\'" "'''' 1\""'- fOl'm l,armOll;" bHltio,,> for hi~her ,"rrk teu""" l'erturu~tiuu, "-ith l'cOar 
deg!""" of [,,,,,.lorn by firM defining 'he v .... l or . lOr f ?: t 
w~ defiM ~I.., []'" tr",:".h., tell""", for t 2: 2: 
,. I(~:' _y l'"'" {1ft 1) " ""'1, 












T"\n"" d, "", .. ,, ..... vi' y " '~,,,l l':: .. : • ...In' ..... tl,,,,,, ""'P""'JOn' t" "'IU.".~" 'n",l, il'v, t' ,. 
h~ 4>0,0>1 pI,", ,,,I"I"." ,," S- ~' . , d..t;"~,, <I;, .... I:"n< ... fr.., _tor 1,lVwonir .' ..... f ~ J 
'\-" <"''' . lwn ,''1<1 .. ",., "",,,~,t1r" ~",l H." .... I,"" ",,,k_2 ."",1 h~m" ... k fu"'.i ..... I.n do.i'i, .. 
;,,~ / <!:2 
f· ., _~I,·'~I ~ -'1.!-' y -'m! ',-.' ' " .- -.... " .• ", . 
• · 1'·1~ " .. ,n<l hrrlo·l. Ar'-',,'~l i"01"",,, ,I.>t.~~ •• -""_" ""'~., ...... ...1 bkirJ« (", .. 'i~,,' 
...... ' •• m ... _ 11010. Ir .... ,' 1""',,".,\0; ,-"', 1"' .... luu.J: to .. u ex~""""" I.""I.~ r~'~\ 
h .. 1 .... lh I .... " ..... do< , ..... ,,-• . t,,.,.,,,,-,,,i..,: ,d"" 
t"l~'''' _ II ~ I " t I) l t~I"'1 :~ l~j 
I .. ""~\t"· fo>r frO'). bud ,I .. '" '''''' 1",,,,,,,,,,,,,.- "t",y 
(1 'J11 
B .. ·"". ,I", " ...... . ' I .. "''''', .... Ol'H."I"-'t,,,,al ~..- .... dl , . Hm rau k-] 1m,,,, I""rtmb.t ...... 
<"u " .. b.- '-"1",,,,(,-<1 "" . ",., 
</J,I",'.r' ) L L ~r,,":I(r·'J I·;·h")lr·1 
I ,. I 
t ~'~"I:.,-lIy'llm){ :r· I, :2,2 j ) 
... h"," ... '~'I ~",I ~II,"' M" i,,, I "1,.,~le"l I", ... el, ({mi, al.I "". ~i,..,,, 10, 
(2221 
i.,t" ,_ , j·df! .' ,Y' 
/ (t ... l) \f ~ ;"" 12211 
1 10" .. . . ~ "" ! II ,,,,., ... <Io J ......... ,""' , ~ 0 <le;o-Jibo., ;.ptw,-"·"I ..-.."'1 .... 
F ",ali>. 1ft u, 'VI".\o:r '''''..,.1 ..... ,~"k ~ t<'"..-., ])<11 ,.,hMi,." "J< .';' i\ ,uil81>10 ,~Ih,,,,,· 
, ..... 1 iJIl. ... u, .10,. , ... ",. [, .. I <!: 1 i< &""''' '" fhf, .-.." lo8" .. ,ni. /""<1;"',,, };:':" "u<i r::;'"' 
doth1l<!d ........... Any , .. ,k 2 ".~,,~ t ....... .,.,""r"". ~'" <&Ill h~n ..... ""I("" 
~(34 .-l'" L L ",' ,( .. AI};"; '(r" l 
I > -_ 
.:>'" , 2:~+~:: / df! (0"""" Ir;", 
/-~ I' J c .. . . 2{ I t1l' ,h l (. ,,,, ~l } ,,", 
A •• ." b,oo-~Rt ... " ,,1 "'1'I~ . io,~t:, .''OJ,,,,,,,,'''_ !l!11","mh .. """, with rl,rr",.", ( '''< I ,~, 
,. , ~,\o> f""" , .... ] •. ~I~~ J hl. L •• "~I.-.g£,,,. ,,> t1", .-t.>.;:.'_~~;"A "r fl .... r""' """I<." iu fLU\\ W,· 











2,3 i\letric pcrtnrbntion, 
(;~"gt' im" .. i" nt ;·~ .. ifl)-"'" [fI' ~"Il,,'a1 per(u,bah"u, r.r a ' 1)I\"ri"all), 'J'mmetrie I",-'kgro"nd. 
with .,-Lil",,), malt,'r "o"'enl , hay~ I_'ll fco'nlll lat", ) I.,}, ( ;e,' I",,1o a"d '''''lI~U)\t~ (GS) III 
\\'e ,,·i\erM,' ,locir ,,,,,,Il •• ,·"!elmJ l [" th., I~ ·""'I" ,t\l dy, iu "I'P""dix A \\'e t)"," re\-i,,,, tl ... 
pt'"ect HIlid formnJl'm or (;MG, spcriBii.....-l to ~ dust filkil uni"."-",,. i'l ap l",,>dix D 1')""", 
,tudi,,, silo" th,,1 th",,~" a preferr.--·,] gal\g~. known ,,-,.1>.0 Regg .... \ \l-l<'<'h InW) gallAC 11& 
ill which tnc l>Ol'lW'Lat iL>01 vori"Lh !l[e "'lufll lu ~~llgt' ;mar;"llI '1" au,i';,,, (eomp.:mhle to 
the bl ~iturliml no- cont'.,.",al Nev.tulli>!J] ¥o,,~e, or fLfl\ll The fl\1 g&ug~ i, the d",.,· 
that any off-<tia~"nal polar TI\(}'~" in the mO'\ric that haw, .. , 8llliUi" IIlcJ.rx arc ,.,.-u, auJ 
1 1~~l ill Ille ",'irJ UI"']'" there i> un ver tml<'ltioH to th" 9"/, "JIllp<ment< ILe. tr.. .<;" c,-", ,_ 
[,on"",,). ('ak" btlulO< p",'f",,,,,,1 ill 1 be IlW ~a l~e al-'-- I heu eq"ilal"ll 10 too".. perf'''-lllM 
",h"n """iner;ng tiX' ~aHgc imaIl"nl mri ~Uc" of IS; an,1 111; 





- II + e\ + ,,)Y I (l ~ ,,,"1 - a>'( l + "Yj.m', 
~'here '1(t. r), \(1, r ), ,,'·1, r J 8nd I': !. r l are "1"0110 th~ ~a"g' hmu-bn< ~~ol1tit;"; o>f GS "-ll~ 
()'I1(;, M <hn~n iLl8I'p,'oJic"" A aaJ D. The !Q'r-.,lal fum, oJ: polar m~tter p'.,.'ml-."~",s in 
lhi> ~a~ge Ilre pamn,..,...-i.....-l hy 
u" - [UA- (w,q+~h!n'-''')Y''' \ ' .. l 
p _ p' TB (1 t i'lYJ , 
(2 .271 
(2.",,) 
", h..,... v. ": ;;llct .:'I '''c "'lual tu 11!" gauge illvari~I~ qu~"titi"" of GS ~II(I GMG , "Jj'am. '" 
"h""'n in "ppen.-j~,." A allri II 1'1" IC"'~" u' and ,,' illdi'·,,!e I~r'-"J",J ullil ,,,,'\,, .. s in 
the tim,,·like sud '~e·like r"dial d;r"",ion,. H"IX'Ciiyciy. They are gI\'C\, h} 
u '=( I O) . ( '" "') 'i = lI, a . (~.19) 
'] he h Afi in (2.271 ('''''''1''-'1<1 \ u ( I~' Ii"",u p .. rl~rh~l ion, to q 'B . ... ' ,huwn ill (2.261. a~.-j w.' 
i",J ndeJ tu emUTe tlL .. u,.·m"h-.. "tio" v~" ~ =_) 
The ¥em,,,,J focm of ,~xi~1 p .... t m hati"" 1<l t h~ ~\e"ic. ill R\\' po")(e, ar<' 
"' ol,' t T",CC:~""T) dr' + a' r'dn '! (2,:lO) 
12.;j l ) 
"IJct'. k , i, l'qlkll 'u the ~a"go' im,,,i,,,,, p ert",· j,ath., 0' GS. 1[(,,,, 0ppcL~li~ A l'ulluw il\¥ 
GS, "" f\J"" .-I.--flnc fur IBh.,- C""V"'K"1<:e the oc"..- yari~blo 
It ~ ,.w (~) , ,,- r' 
'We· h .. vc· d,';,-""--, ;:,,-:;C,,T,C"T,C.C,C,T,C,,CCG to ""'~ P',,~,"j'l 2,[ ..... , ~· ; tt. '"~"l." \h., ~ "It"" ,,~,j in 









,,·b ... ~ ,b,· f"n,I.'n",,,,~1 ',,,,I·~,·~,",,"k ,,,,.,...-. '" _ .... M" - ~ .. nB ~nd a 1"1'" ,1,.,,,~ .... 1>0 
..... "'".u, J..r",.!),.,. ,,0 M' TI ... .. ,I\ """,I pmwl", • .,,, .h~' ,.~" lh"" "',·ur , .., ,I", ",.11", 
."",.'~' .. ~ pnW,l..ot .... " .... ,I .. Ul""~' fum ' .• ~'''''''. "",h 'h,,' 
.. ·b,~~ M· ' .. doli.....t M ,n ''''' ~..- ~"d v <'<I'M], <lI,r ul' .... Ki"""" ",,"'.no.. .. 'l<l""'~'" rI 
G\IG ," ~pp.;6.1 .. 0 
2.3.1 '&"In ••• ....:'o •. , .. ,,"' .. . "tL~h"'" 
TI .. C I ... n ..... l .. doli""" oh",,' P'" ~ '· ... l 0>1lCl .. _ 01· &"'''''''''S ''<I~'''''''' I"'''' 1"""" 1 
II"",''''' "' ,10· I I Il\\ h"i, ... , ,1,01. ..... ' I,~. ,b.-y """ up ,..., [ .... "' ... ,.\ I ,t>Oo.l<-< in rt 
''''''I,IIe",''''! •• t· r.... ~Xrt"'loI.· .• h,· ,,,,L,t.I, .; co",,,h, ~11 II""" '.I ,."'" (Of ,,,-'11 url .... ioa. U.' 
'~~"III ,·.." klIm\<OI""" ul ' I~ , .",i..hb" ,kb,"'" in , !>(" .,.,.., u,htxi ,"drk .... ',,;v (ou" ' .... w. .... 
.. 101m <i~ ,r-dW'" Ii' ... ~"',.. ,""'" ...... O)C '",,:.xo '" ,lte ~l K\1 ~m" .. ,,,,1 ,... ",a) I", ,,~,I \I.-
(,\o-",(h ", ·",·,.1, ... 1 .'il·' ,,,,.:In ~" .. h '''d.r,h ..... , 
T~""v, .. , 
.... 
1"-'"'" , , 
11" 
... ~ ... , ,. _ r. 
, ,., .\ '211' .\ 
I, I 1) , ' .\ 
• r 
" 11 "(, , t(J II>'- .. ~(2){ 
A '" ".pa~ [II; Ilo - 3~[_ 
\k ~.." 11 J\N if I II .. ", • ,,,,<~,h (u ...... " ... 4 1 
(2.%) 
n,~ <'<I'"'''''''' "I '.0$"" K''''''''(''I<. , h~ dj'''''m"--~ ''''',. I", ... lu",1 '" • ,",,,,.,~<I ., .. I~n, (Of 
.~vtlltl<l<' ",,"al •• ". "'I~ ".",,, Ai"" h>f' h. I'd .. """tor I ~ .. ,u,"liou. n., .. (u ,),. fr,[U' nf 
,I." ... ""p""-I I'I)~;' I •• \ . ., I\I~I, "j", AI! ""het ,>.On-tr(m'" 'Qm~~ (n,-ar;'"" , .• "i." ..... d~I .. '· 
" ,1,,...1 r,,,,, , h,· ,..1"·",,, ,.f,~. '\''''''''. F,..- , I., ,,",I mode<, Ill" .h-!~,,,U",...-_ d ...... "'''>r<l 










:s.) " .,1;.. I~r. ur"';.t jOIl ..... "at ~" .. fM ,> 2 
~"I .. t;""'n~ .... p<".I~1 ,...,-",,1 .... 1 ........ ;,. , ........ 12.26:" m.d .)_ ....... ,,1Tho<1 "'ott .... <J.~1 ... ,-
1;'-", 12 n, ~". 1 12 :.hi). M Q . Ito> &o~oI "t'''''~ .'' ..... ~I~ iu ~ ."",em ul .h ..... «>111"'-"<1 I ........ ' 
" ..... ,,""' ..... I/I.I;.l" rIA th~ tl"", ,.,iilbl • .., ~ . ; a",l, T)~· "'UJ1liL.i,,~ ,,,,,W,I,-; ....... ,;;" ... 1 
. i l h I"" 'btld ~au • """ t... d,vlR" '''''' dum)y from , .... 00111'''''' ,,, ,h'" ""'"lll 
I b. ,h ........... 1"",.,, "'t"" ..... ,~ 
~ . 'IJ .) 
""' , - 2H " - - t', 
'1_0, 13 11 
Ti."", ~mt ''lJM'',.n, nIl ,h., !.Tn ,1'1"<;'" ,,1' F,t- ,,,,,,,,,, (O\IG,'7I. IG\lG~~1 ((;~ I (:'~I ~1\d 
1(;\1(;-2; ("lin [~I 
n", tll"" ".,.tr~'ti' .... ,,,.tw,,l., "dll ,I""" k ,,-, " tell '" 
·I'l/ 'fP+'l. 110 .211 11 _ n'" 
~"" . ' " - 1 
!.~p:;,.--f'·-2 l1"'l' H +~HJ.>;- -t Il' \'-t H \ I.hi) 
I'_lll/~~t. • 
".In'''> ~ +!II-,-, - 2. H1-1I.'II , 
. ,,"". ';-:!-t ll ' )' -+",)-+~ , , (.1 j • 
TIIMo! .. n· tho< [.TO " ....... ",vf ,;". <oj"""'"'' jG~IG\lJi. (G~'G9') ~nd 1( ; ~IG~'1 ["." l~ . It 
".<l"" " ... f,,~ , .. r .. , .. ;,'~" .)". '''''''u'''''" "I./lali ...... ,,,., " ..... 1, 1001" d,ff"_'ot.thK (3!.1 (J.61 
"",I (J r i l l ...... ,,,,,,. <1,," , ..... u'"L..h .i"'r~· {.om, 
" l t 2 -+ l' (H' 











---- I , , "- (w 1 ~ ) - 211" (W 1 !) p 2 ~ , 13_10) 
m,d ~r~ tho LTD """,io,,, of (G'I1(;!)f.), (G~lG9i ) ~"d I(J\!G~) Th('f~ :,,"0 thm ,ix m Ul'hl 
equatiun,; fu .. the,ix ,-a,j~I,let,.\. y <, ~" .l. and t', 
E4ualiou> (3.1) (3,101 rue demly mnre cunplic"tN lh~" l 1> .. j, FLIl\\- '-' "'ll' "'P~'k>. hu\ 
tho f",t thM tb'" em, I", 'lTiU ,'n '" conci,,'ly "" thc) ~ro "have;" quito rol"",hthlo 
Fo< wry largo ""go, ftl!C\uatiou_, with f _ 0 or 1 til. h.·kj e,!uao;'01'" no l()n~"'- gil.., 
~ _ O. which w,., t-u ",.,J to "implJy the " Iuati",," in lhi" "",liuu , h",teau, th",~ .Ie 
aJuilinll,,1 ~"lll\e (roodoUJsth .. ca" I.", u~ tn ,i,u l,!if,'{3.li {3_101 Tl""c ru'" J;"",,,,,,,l ill 
~ppffirlix C 
;1.2 A,ial p~rturhation ~qllation., 
Ill<- lI.X i~ 1 p"rtnr l)~t iuu oqll~'iml< lake a 'irnph form than ti.,ir p<>l~r <'ullll'erpart', lkmn,;e 
"'. are wn, i<leriIlJ; Ju,\ Jomill~t.J CiliIJl<,."-';ci"". Lh" field "'-lu~liou, ~i,'" u' t· _ O. awl ~} 
v = Nrl nllu ",",I 1..0 '" IA i"i\bl ("""liti"" ,_ 1'0" [>"! the ll.'tric p" 'I"rbA.li"" [] c~" h~ 
,,,,,",,, to .. 100;' ,100 "'~'" "'l"<u,io, , 
:~,ll i 
"'hidl i, the LTU H",""" of (UMGu9), I'lli, i, the unIY U),L""ll;('"1 "'-lual iuu L1IRt ' '''00, 
.,)hiJl~ . (0,- \h~ 'i~gj,> VArl~Lj,> II- Ow,~ (hi , eql1Mion " ..-.I, eel i, giH<; tho a><i"1 m.(ric 
I"'''t nrhatinn<. k", vi" 
(3 12) 
(,le"" I,- t _ J i, a 'pt«'ial c"-'" h ,,' large ang).. pe,tmh"t;un, uf t hi; t,-pe ~" ha'"e (n 1, t lli _ () 
and (u 1 r' flY _ -I(ixa~ r' pV, The ""jUlio," f"" fl " the" 
(J.l:I) 
The rnd,i<: petl",hatl()ll' k_< Ill"'" t hen he nL>l~ij",1 [rum im ... rtill~ " I. (2, :m , Tl!;" will 
invoke Al' e'tfR dov;t',-,," of l\·,,,,hu in k , 'hM UJOR'" iI """not Le d etonllill<'<l nni'l,,~ly 
ThOTO "ro no a,i ~1 pC! lllTilMi",,< wit h t = 0 
:.1 ,:1 S, ,.,,~, 'we of th~ eq"nr io", a, .. 1 80hn ;OHl' 
It CAlc I", "",n frono ,10" ,"fI.'lor "' l,WlOn,. i3.1) (3,101, that t "nJ n contain gravitAtion,,1 
wa,,, d~ of f"""l"llL ", tl ~'ir I~,"ling Jed""'i,",, ar~ "f th~ fono, -Ci + (I" (i,{ a 
"'''''e eqnatiun .. ill!" d'''''''."t''ri'lic ,p"",l o( )wily) j( UUl al'lU Le _tl llw, < auJ V Joc,l; 
mthor like ",dor, in FLIlIY "",nwlo!!y. ~' Io ilo '" ~ppo",,, '0 govOTn (lon,i'., pert",hMion, 
like 'he "e",to";"H potenL;"1. L llfurtlLn"'eh-, tim mll~hl.'" "'I.u'-'l',Ollo helmviuur (\ue-. Hut 
I",kj OOlnpJ.'~I)'_ a, we will ,110" h,·Im., Wht>ll wo """id.,,. the FLm\' limit \\"ha(;'; cleal' . 
1""...-,,,,,,, i, UtII\ rio",,, "xi" <mnplic"u.l ""'LpillL¥,' Le,,,",,,, lhe "'lfi"I,I,.., in I[,i<- ""«'la, \\e 
c"n lherolure L}(} long~[ '""lX'"' gr~"' MioTo<>l "-~,.,,, to .!r-.conplo from rl~n,ity l'OTt"r[..,tiHT", 











I h. ",.1,,, i.~" , .. ,t", I .... '· "I"", .on "'1,."i,..,. iI, ..... i,." :1.1 n'WI :l 2 • ill ~'!!"""l~: I~ .... I 
to.> t- r •. ""J ""u. tio...Jh /1"",,,,,,_ If •. ~ ,,,,,,,d .. I ~ 2 ~",ll~"" ,I>< .. ",'nl~lli,.,.I ,I • 
• ,·il A' ,,,,.,1 ~", ..... ,1 .... ·,11 .... 1 In ,\ ....... , 1l1/Ok.; jJI~"" Il'ilh ~ _ \ _ U. L<r,~1 MI ; 3 ~I 
f'lU't he Im"" ... ....t In fi .... 
.. .. 
('~-~(h· < _II M It... 1 lIi',~"" '",,[MJ,<I>, "',.-] " I - -... ,\ <>- ... ,,'nt; \ '0 I", "~,K1~I.· ..... , 110<" 
I., ..... " ,,, w..1 loa "..,J\j(1\.ok ,. III ,I ... I ... ~ l '";,·",,,,· II i •.• l _ < - 0 t "l,""i,., (3 21 h .... "'.~ 
I ~I, "I"~'" '" "au I,r "~,,,I I .. ,;""""kall,·. "'lI~tb<', .. i11o tl ... ~""~'''' 01 tl,~ ~'i"I"'~I\" 
" fI"'"", I II I '0 .. ,. "'~ II" .... ".Iu';"" .... (I",,,,,.,I~ (on ,h~ ,,;gll ,4 K 




.41'. '. ,, ~h:h'll 
" m<hf-l --,-'c, + c'J{.i" h2f1 Gf-l 
,j "I, ' ft 
M('Ulh,1;I _ 1tl) 
2(-'-1"" 
-4L""hEl)' 
:.1 I ,I) 
13.16) 
(,1 17i 
w h'''h' C, (d ' \. (.~ <,I , , ~I"I 10 _ lot rl '" < ~ .... 1'"lc1ioo:o th3t IllU,1 I, •• I""'ihod "" I"'" 
d ,ht· it,l\i~1 '''!Lui'' "" 1'1," f,,, ... , ;.-.. , " (r I i. 'lor '1"">1\ ,j llLe' 
,." "-:;. 0 .-~ Sn~ 
• 
M Il- , ,,,, m ) 
" , ... 8 , 
~I", + r.{,,"2S - b€I 
"" €I 
M{~," _ .;,,~>tJ) 
21 ~ t' , 
+~ u " till 
A""ul. c ~'l ~,,,I' M~ h.~ '''''ch,,m, of, 
~ ,,~". (0', 0( " 0 • • i>W~'''''''';' ....!Uliotl .. "'" ",qUJJ ... L ""d .e .. fond 
, 
(1 ... .\1 I"~ 'I' - !"r' ' , 
,-'<,'", , 1'" • "1 ,t _ !" ' 
(/0 .... "" • .-, .. il l, (I ' C, ... "11,, K, f«~ Iw""""", ,~ r 
i l I~) 
I" 'I,~ ~ ... Or ......... "" I." ''''''''''"n,,,,lIy i"c"""'''~ (u,,,1iou Qf I .. ,J iu I\ll ,h,w ,.,.,... 
,', ,-.-.-."",,,,,,01, "' ~ ,1_,1,,,,, """I~, .",1 cl ,,, ~ ~''''''';n~ ",,~Ie. h, d", " ......... ·"h , ~ n <I • 
........... ",., """It: i< 11 ... ,11 ... thor A ...,~,,' .. ,,' (f,~ "- =_ O! "" " .kf""';"~ [uudi,m <I. , (I,~ ~ '" Q" 












r.... .. " tl .......... ~1·-1"" I"" ... (of ,,_ (11 ""d Ie 'OI'AoI, . hRl. ."'" "-_, "L~,,'i< I", '" Go 1~~h lilt 
V"'';''( nn'" ....... .,..", "" .01,." i, , '10-0-01. It , ..... al.., 1~· ''''0 h" " -i- II th.~t 1>00 h """r, .. t"dl.~ 
"',,1.4 I ..... ~,·~ ... ir " . (. '" ,I ... 1i",11 I _ I" la. """",-1 .. 1. oI ... ,,,,b,," oJ)''''''''"'! ",,,ru,;",, 
l",t ..... ,r..",,, ..... 1 h, P Md "," " .• , ..... h Iilu" .. I. 1" I he < ...... of " < lIlh!> ,....,...,,,,. .... ~I~ "". 
h ... ,." ••• d .... ~ •• , ... 1111 I •. ) ft l. ,,,._ ... ... ..:1 I"" "",Ie "",-, . 4 _ IM-bM," no' "'. " M-n 
~h.,. "r.i" ..... • h,,,. ,, :> II 0). - . ..-AIo· r,1 101 .~"i,.rl.· pOI<"<_.-rnrhr-.." m .. ",''''''''' of ''''''''' ....... , . 
...... ,hotn ""!at ... I" _ " , .. fi rul~ .... '" f .\> llJi. Nt .. ", HDI\"..<rlI) "01>1".-1"'], t...r. 
;:'''''''"r: ",.1 , j. ," ,WI .. , ... ... ~ o· ~- d o,",,<#, If, iDli,,'lv 
Th,"", .. ~"'~ .... "''".I ... ..-', ", ,b. rn.."i· I •• ~...r, .1~1.(Q1. tI,~ ,ru" t<~ 1""""- '11'"1' ,,'._ 
w ... ,",· •. ,10"- 1\ ,II 001)' "',nai" "",... ~.\!I a< ,I., .... "",,1<.4\ <"'lu",~.n 6:..- , r<'U •• U" "1'1.''''' 
"",,,,ly .. ,1.-<11 .... 
T h@ Fl.HW Ilulit 
H""" II~' pi" Ilt l,...-J 1 Tn <"'l"~"""' ~I"M' i\ '", ".-., e"'... ",h"t ,,,,,·h KNJS~ ;"V"..,.~,,,, ,-.." ..!,~ 
'<>r\~l"n.-I. ,,, in "1ln, '" ,,,,. "''"''~ 1"",IIi .. · B,,,rl,,'n p<l,-,,!lt;~k. ,wrl "'" Ie ... k vi ",,,,,rl,,~1 ,.,..... 
" ~,"",,,. H"It·"" <I" " ... I b" '" ",,,1.,,1 ! LIllI' 1'<" \II h~!i"n "-l""'i,-,,,' 'I! th e GMG 1"""ali,,,, 
~l ~\ T .... ~'I'.-- l h(· ()~ M,I () ~I(, ,~, :"hr..s ,,, ',,"m of 1'1. R\\' ,,,,i~bl .... _ 
I" d •• FlitII' ]',,,,11 J< •• 'o,,,lnJJ' auJ we h~" ~ 11\;,\ G ~ nnd" _ a ~o. n", mM'" 
..... 1"~'I.l". h I h' I'0I~' """,'" !~.IJ 13_3i th,,, I""'()f\'" 
.,. 
[11; + 2H.:i. _ f' + .j { I ~ ~r') {J, , I .  \ - ~. ,-
lo;"'3Hu.-.!~) " 
[_lit)., + :1-,~ -r){J I I:l-l ) -2 - 4~T'11 + " > ~, .' 
[0; _ WiO. _ t' _ ~tI -~ "r'1 (0, _ ~) -61t'] II 
,,1_ 0..,. '. 
h;=~ ., oI,~, .,-
.'1,1' ", 
.. J.,,,, liT _ <ll/" " ,,,,,t,,,-,,,.-.I .1"., "",I H ., "'.'/'" " ,,,,-,,,,,,,,I,It,,,,,1 Ihl.,~ ".,~ .. hi, h ''''''~. 
tt., hi.d",,,,,,, ,""I Ib,·d .. ",II.tu·; "1'''' __ .'' 












~' ''(I- ''~',a'- 8, , 
/ , / - I( 
" 
h "~",k .. , fr .. " II ... "'I"""~' ..J~'r 'M' \ '" "sr~\;" ....... ,:>l .. ~, ....... it< d, ... ·'" I~ ...... ." 
>on ,,,111 1100.'''''. \ <.'" .1 ....... · NO" "'.« "". ""''''''' I.,.. ,>", ... h 'ltuuvh 1ft,. I"""~,,,...,. .. , 
P"'1..r II.· ,.,..,.,,,""' ..... "',"", h.l.:., h .... VM) "mil .... .., lbe Roo,d,,.... """" io" S;n'iW,h·., 
~o(oI,.> iiI;. il lOIh ..... "I"", U ........ '" ,I",,,,. L,.· 1m' i. ~kr "~IP.o>d \(, gralI1.'ioo""" ""'''' 
'b .... .,lth , n .... far, llotol II- .""ialol ... d" ,.." d..:.",pk ilL ,"" f'LII\\ hmi. m' ..... ,I,,,, 
11 ... " "-"'l,,''''',,'lroa In 1<10" ul n IlII II''''~'' it""""'''I' ~ in nO)[ b<o ,lraiKhtlw~"",d 
I.,. "" , ....... ,·,,, .. ,,1 ..... ~ \>l"f'n,lwtl r LillI 10""",,,,,,,,,,, in 'h~ .:>llsit",im~1 '. u»,[",,,,.1 
I'~.,"'"",,, ~~,,~. 
..'{I .. 'l "' }~r' - ~a' I~Jr<l .. • 
.. ,,'I i I - 2 .. hi .. h iJ jrl..,\vJ, 
r I ll 
",h.,. u a(rl '" tll<' ""0.10 r""Ill<. m"i ~" - rli.\ll[11 - ~r')-" r·l~ •• [ i •• h~ t».:~~,,,"nJ ,p"tlijl 
""",,, III <i'h'·,k~1 ((J",di,,~"'" ~t Cllfl"tl1lP 1<. Vi i, the ''''''fIlLM' ,\em1<llI. ~i'h """ I"'" 
l!! "j lit., ,,,,It,,· lJ I);" .pltl in the oIan"",," way into two 3-1I<~la ... (<10, ,," ) •• 3-,wlQr 
r V.1 ",,1 ~ :l-t.'\ll()< I h" I. '" ),or(> t h .. 'J' ;, lJU< l«""Ih' ell,pIHI:.i.e.d. All ui LI""" q",',,,,, ,,,, "'~ 
K"'ll:" iu".li~ll\ ",~,~t,l ... (""" "l'j","dix D) Tho ,,,,,t,,.. II, is diw'g"'""",[,(Y'. &l,,1 oil" '~'~M 
II" i. ,1t~~ .. ~ .. "",) "",_I".· I'<M Ih'l tl>c ,,,,,,ctinM"" u'«'<i in lhe ", ... k in th~ :""A;"" 
,Ii,,~l ~n\o:;e. !ti,~" 10, "'I (4 I). I'Ild II,,· ,,\<.'I,;,. ill Ihe 11\\ !I."U~ ..... "'. (2.%1 ",,,[ '2.:1(li. "". 
,ou' U .... "",,,r 
[" .1~~·'''k, IJ '" ,+_. 1I'~1. in Ih ~Lfl\\' limi' 'h" LTR 8''''11'' i" ..... ;.,,"" (.;. \, \ 'I 
11 ,."d fl ~a " lo<> .·<l1I~' ill 1"'"11 of the........J I'LHW in'''';dntb ("', "' . I', ",vi h,,) '" tI .... · 
1"11<,,,·;"'1 .,'\, 
(1- ".'1 1 
-2'i'-2JJI' -l 11,1 -11 , " 
_[. "" ,. 1 "r'l,. tl.I I -ld-""Jl h " " • .,. , v. :>r' 
, ~{\'- al'.O.h -(O-Da.h T7· }, 
• '" I . '] '" I I ~ , ",,,+1 -( I -"r~ ... ; h -rh 
I; I "."if. I'> - 2~,'; C; _ /" .. I) - 1<+ ~ .. r] ~ ", " 1<" ' 












( , 10) 
",h" •. in oed ..... ' i<><'OIJJI"''''' .. i'), .b. (;~!(j h .. m,,'i'lII_"'~ ha,.,. .plll .he ~\" .. '" I ~ ~JJd (]'" 
3-, .. ,,,,., h" i'KO lb~,. , •• It..! .. .. I ";11""" P''''' _ and l h~" U"""" lUI" Il,,·, ,,,10., .",1 "' ... 
"""1"""'''''- ,,< """'«Lot.-I ill Kp"."d" 0 'I I,;. ,,,,w,,, ~~I~i<:i. II ... "ojx;,,, ,of :;\ T ", .. ,IM in 
,t.., LT l! J!.lO'1lIl" u,,""""~~. We 10",,· ""'''' ' ' ''~' "l \ O. 1(11 ,,, "'''~~,- ,,,,,, Ie' ...... ' , ... II"L"Ii,.o 
I<>~ I",'-I (410) 
4.1 Poh.r ' _""'ba,;o,," 
A· ........ do-~lo"f( .. ;I h rum 1>0.1""1,01.,,,., .. .,. m~l' "'1 ....... ~ ,I ... ........ t_ ''''''''' 6"" '<"1,_ 
I"'''' '" ,h....-- f'fJUM ...... , ... ~ r l ,~ ... ,1,,'" """"" ;,,,Io-!,.,,,""'nly 
·1. 1.1 &,,'ar; 
Ir, ~" ry _ 0 .,. h,., .. 4> _ oj< . "" " """"I "'. d&, ,k)mi"~ted FI ilK """mt>1(IIY It ... " 'h" 
.~'4",,1,,)n .," ,hen find 
( 1 1 1) 
~-Imi, is ''''' '15,,,,1 ila"I<<'11 '~I""\I,,, , [,,' I to.> " .... t""i an ro''''''''>! n ... t· K,wl l ·"'l ' .... """ 
,,,w..-.iu no ,....... ... """',,,. \\ " ,he" ,",t<o dIAl tl~· ,,·ala. """ or ,h~ """OJ<:. <n, ~''''1lt ,no!!,"' 
I"" u,L.I1iou. cW, t... .. , i"e~ 
I."-,,~ ", \'J' . :1/'(8,. ... -3IH' - ~ l "' . 
b"p~ - .J, ~ HI. , 
~"O- I' '' VI ~" ,i;l, - H lo\ oj< 
It e.,,, Loe .... " froD) I I 1211b~, I~' "",,1.>, !"'1 , .r tb .. f'[.'~· .1""" " I' .. n~,,,,,,io~ , "}~'I ,10" 
A~\lll" im· ...... nl de".",)" HlJ< "w.~, ~p '" 6" _ 1I,I'(1J - Il, E J lUi II ....... " ....... .. ,I) "'''' 
I,.\vo.· ' hal " ... eanrool 'i lll~jy ,J<"l lfy ~ _ 6~ "''/1', "" ~ h~, ,[("~ .. 'o "",1", ~\l\1 ' en,n, 1'<',\, 
4.1.2 V~ctO<" 
lifo,,, 'I ~ U, and ,J ... ">lilt.,,, "1""'1 ,,, , r,., ; , .... find lh ~' 
nil!' th..,.. tv." "",~"i",,, Ai,.- thr' -,'I,,,, ,, -, I~ .. fuo- ,..-t .. ,- ,,,,,,Ie, 'j I .. ' .. (011 I"''' or tl,,· 
... "Iu,,,,,, '-"I'"""'" fu, of' ""40",,,,, .·~II, ~k"," Fru", t ....... • t . ". ,,·b~. t I .... l -"*"". ~' "~""i,,' 
nn ' .... "" T il'" ' ....... r 1",1< •• r d", ~'lX" ;",""",,0< h'~'''' I" , .. " lnt ;" .. 0 , • ., ,b"" Ai,,,,, I" 
~ _ 3HV 
It,,,up~' I(I- "" :,~,- M l " 
- [: I - ", '10; - .ora. - 2!:U/' ~ ")1 1'. 
" 












JI-M~{ '11/~~I)~:j/I> ~]V, 14 I~) 
~ III; 1I _3(H'+ "I] o. l'} 
1\ ~"<lln,~" lbot , I", ,.,c1Ot I"'" nf 0. - l l/I " l< ~ro. ro t1w ... htl. :. Iuub I"", ,I .. 
j'n' A "'''lJI.'- "" .. " .. ~ ,I ... , ... " I .-"url ".~ ", i. ",-" , .. 11,' ,,,,n,,,1l" ,."tor, 
I I,,· C~t(; ~" h",I """ " , •• 1." I.-.. ... It .. """ ,,, jill/; "" .""""'1 .. J.-l~"u· "ood .... · Thr f'<1""~'" 
.hod, 100. ... , \<~ " , I .... 'kl t ... ..t. ...... t"'.g «,,",·n"'~.~-.J "-AI'" .. ,"'" & .. \ llu, ,,·!.it. ,I,;" 
"'I"'''''''' """,>1:< <lid.' <If ,~ .... ,,~"" .. , d ;, "'" ,,'I'" '~h ('-"'" ,,'Iw," ...... " .. ' .... 1 ,,, ,..-"" '" 
, I .. I' LR\I ''''rhUb .. , 1 " ... u ie, ... ,I,,· l """"i"n "'''',;,,, ~'(f'h " ... "'''' i, ... ,~ ~ ro, In f:>d .... 
oli 1( ... , G~'G , ... "toblo-s e .... ot,.;" J."",--.. 0.11 koolT ~eId oq''''''~.'" ,-,m,ain h"""" n •. o<k.. ",,,J 
,b'~,i"~ til," II.ry ",I I'"t1 L<> II" "",01 I Lilli ..-dW "'I""t~'" w.- te"",,, i; ,,,-,,>--IIi,,.1 nO' 
I"u,- '-"I""'"'''' f~.". 0 ... "1. vi ... -.""l.,II'DE. ru. In. ,· ... ;..1, .. h". h,. h r .k ". til<' 'rillplo"-<l 
uf .. I, lm mI.' I", c, • ..,j"'1 (,.",,, 'J (I ~I"w,-'. IV<'~II_ "",,-ev ... ,ha' t hPrc , •• ml)' (~'" '~"-" 
01 11" ... 1,,,,, ill 'hn r",I~r 1,.~rt "t II" wi th tl". " """ ",,<1 <1iwT~~L~'e ["" ('o"J,t;.."" rt·n."l1L~ 
,h<. ",b,~ tli"". If • .-. d"""", t(,i , <ko~r'" ,,[ frt....-lolJJ \0 he h T, (11<'<\ it C~" 1><> ,I,,,'" n '\~'" ,h_ 
(;,1(: """",1, 0\_ f", 'I. '" ,,,,,I (. ~' I"',, c()(lohi,. .. i "it'1 tbe '''lHlitiou; giwn lov "I" ID, 71 ([) .~ 1 
~IL,I (D.91 \ " I. ,,'".n th~ 'il>gle .tift,'", " ,U""iulL 
~'h,,'h " J "I tl., ,,~<'. ,,f ,I .... lL""~: FLH\\ ...-aw"-!uMiulI Th,' ~ ''<l'''''.''' th.·" r"n"" • 
• ,,""', .. ,.' Nh· 
T h. '",,"'" '""io '" lb. ,·",~,hl, .. _xi", ... 1 ~-i.h ,n...' Hn"j . an • h<n I ..... -';Itell 
:. _ ~/{iI,-h m. 
0' ~-'" ~ ,.,., /"" . . ' 
I ba~ ~,.., , '" ,. . .\1 .. " ..... 1.." u, ,Ii,' hi.-.l ... I ,~ 
I I 'll; 
I ,.,. ""'''' """~"';, , ~" to., .... " (,,"" a,.;; _ O. ""d ,I .. : 1"<l,~1 "'t!W~'" or (J 121 II.", 
1( .. "'",1 ,«,,~ ,I"-A'· ,-w..;I.( -!ttl". I~ 01"" .... 1. Tile 11-<,<"("","00 i. 1'-' "'n""~"l-
<">lib' "",..tied. 
(\",d., ~,~~ d~ . 11<10<1 ""u ........ of IJ 1~ 1 ."'1 .... , ID 1(1), .. " ~"J Ihr .. -.w "'1,,,,0,,,, 
~'I",," t1 ... r~l!~ f""""'~ "'nu, ",.~ (!IJ~ to 'i:' ""i,.... h.or~ Ull ~ ",'~l~, th~t "0('\, .. 11> !~-.., 












1.~ SV'f ,~ri"bl~. 
\\'~ b~,,, found ,hat ... bat "1')"'= '" ~auge iny ... ·;""t filud p"·rtmLillim'" ill the G~!G 10nuoli'JH 
- """",11 t:. "and U' are l~,l e",ln,""cl" Huid "".0,,",'" 'hey""c ",sually ""dc,",OO(I in 
FLR\\ (""">0 I"g),_ '" "",)" ""Ol I", ,'x<-it,,1 by 1<,0"'''' (F L!!W "~Ml<'I< n",1 ~ teu,Or p".-t iu 
tho aniootropi<: .lre.,; lor fluid p<rlurbatio"" 1.0 couple w t ell'Vr ltlO<1"" "hieh "'. h""" ,..--.\ 
iudll<lcvi hne)_ It "' "),0 1 he CO"" t h~t 'h" G ~ IU me'Tk p~r'lIl'batMm, (10 "'" "'TrRpOnn in .-
"mi~htf"]'w,,,d ~''Y to til<' S\"j' (]<'<'Olllpo<ilioH'N ~ro f.miliar with fruu] FLIl.ll' ",-;m(~(""," 
Fo< example. it "de~r (i jal \ rl1)f"""uto ~ra"ilaliullaJ ",.vet', and ill llLe FLRW LLn;! il ;, 
" I"we ten""r lno<\r-; ]",t ",h~t ahout ""~la,, and ""'0'"<" Can ,.,~ id~lltify colllh;na.io]" of 
gau~~ in.-ariant (;'11(; "\Ti~t>Ie. ",hid, will repn" .. nt ]~lr('ly it'"J .. "1' ,"""t", UM"'" ill lh. 
FU1\\ limit, altJ "" be ,,,,,,fill vhr'ic.l ,-ru·;~br.., ill L1 D <'""!liO,,,!:),'1 
Ttl urJer tu find th""" kt OJS fiT"t ,,,,te lhM the C(lmj,inaticm 
c 
),,= ~~Q 'lr'p! .:l. 
,lc"" not N)"'ain ~nj' '0"",,- mo<]"" ill the F!.R\\- lim" {'" c"n t->C y",ihNl from "q.'_ 14.2(1 ) 
"'ld (4. 21 )) AI"", nu •• \~at we C~1l {·{~"t,,-,,-~ fWlll < a",1 \ " ~l"'tlt ily that c",Mil,,, Oll);-
W<: ' ur llLoJ",,-
( - ,,-'\" )" - ,,-' [:1 - H'iIl,. t ~ - :,,"'1 ~ 
- ~':H[f'-:J,,]f ' ~-
TILi; is ,elated tu II .. , ~"\!)(e iH,wi"',1 
'1(In, R = ~ - 111114> ~ iI,~ JiliJ.,- 11 
d"Hoi!y fiu<: luatiull "" GI.' ",,,I 




I'm tk =ial p<rtmf>,"Kl'l« .. '~ ah,..-jy "''' thM ;;;, a pur,' ,..--ct."'" lllode , but thM Ii i. 













U,ing t~ new ".,-hh.."., ~'" L,n n(~' gOl".,."il", t o tho inhCt1ovg"''''Ull, ~_, The 
"",'llLill~ [ull,'\ioll' ",iil h"", the ",,,f,,l f"ature that 'h", r",iu,,", to puro ",,;o.]ar '" \wl" .. 
mud", in th~ FLRII- limit All ","lH l'''' ""l o[ ,ariab"" is ~i"'H U" "'lo' {2.MI ( ~, :l9 :. , in 
"""t~JIO 2,:U_ '1'1"",· r .. du",' to till' (j" ~ntit'o' "h m'~ in ,h" FJ.ffi\- limit T!L" '~'i.J!le" (, 
{, v, , alld T, t<Ie t'Len """fal ~l<ug" iLlvarilillt mriahh in .1" LIIl perturba'i"" equo ii nu' 
"" thoy ""rodo gen~r~li",,1 ,",,10<, \<'('It'r oad lO'u'"'r J "'l:\ urh~tioll', reoJ",-~i,'eiv,"" ,llO'Y ~,e 
uol'II",ll;' refened \(. in "{)"m{)I,~y 
I\e ha,'" I""""ll"l h"re " [lOll ", ,,em u[ WI"\er "quali."", t ha, rel""","t Lhe ~eue,~l pe.-· 
'110 hation. to LTIl "p,,,",,-ti,,,.-,,,, ill t<'nn, of \h~ gmlg" imo.-im.t 'nri" I "~ ~", \. n, ~ ("wI 'I. 
,h iell)' Spe~kill~), TI,i, fU<TI'ltUi'IIL "l>J' now be uoed 10 in"",resa'e, in" f,,1I)" """i,h,nt f,,-,h_ 
;"n, tho W"" I h of lin"~l ,Iruc\un' in LT fl """le1o. A, ,,,,,h. predicli"'l_ fur ph"""ll"''' ,,,,,10 
as baryon a""",tie ("",ill~t,ion" tho lnt"!')"31.--.-! S""h".\\-olfe effocI, ~"d Ihe "~','ed matle " 
f'<J"'"" SVOCt!LLlll call nOw h .. lU~d", ~,~I u""J '" compare with .,.;lmp'L)",;""l data, Thi; wili 
,1l1o~' 10< t Q "'I~hl;,;h ",hot (kvboim" bh,",ld I", O"'I>O('iw fr'-"'1 the u'u,.] fLflW ~,,<lictiul1". 
,md wheth .. r or 1M"- ,ach <Ie,-;"t. ''''''' ~"" bo o/",..-ved in OU1 'C'nh'er"" 
H(n,',',,,, , w hih, y, \, .\, fl,;; '''''' ~ ~Pp<'~' oompleW,\' nI\\Ul'"lly, anJ p",dllCO' Qll eleg. Lli 
.",Lelll uf c<lUatiofl' in Il,e ~"Ul "I an initi,J "J"" !C>rmuia,ion , • he,' .-10 not T~d"t'C to ~n)-~ h ing 
intuit"," in (\'" I'LffiV lilni\ I",l""". I!L"\' "'" a ClLIut--""ULe mixlure 01 '"-'Klar , ""'lOT .m1 
ten"" t"",,,.-\,,,tiCtn, ~ ,it l) ~t k<' ,,,,,Ie "'or..- ,till b, ,I.' oo<li(iuuaJ ('uu~li,u:> tb ~1 "xi,t ilt 
II", "vulu\iUH "'IU"tiono in th" more g"nel'"l, inll{)In<>g~I.--om ~, .. '" 
To add""" th""" prohlCmll "'" h~w "">fine.-l a. ' ){"W ""t uf vari~bk,> ill 'be p'-'~r "'-'<'W" 
(. ~ ""~ ~, ll,.( Can be lllUL4\iJt nl a.' geuerali,..,-j ""..Jar_ \"'~m aD.-I tOl"{)T jx'rtmh"ti<N"_ 
,e<perth·ely. Si<n'!nr(\,. we Pf'-'l' '''' Hew "aria),"', ill \l"" ~xial _'t"l'. ,'and T , Iha' rorroojXJoo 
to gt'D"'o.li....-rl ",,-'1.0<- a.nd t~ll")t' llloclrs_ It, 1 he F LR\\' limit. those n<'W ""rbh"", hoco,,," pta" 
"""1m',, wd"" <Illd l en'«,.-s. We ~X I"" t theo<' new ,,,,-iabh, to p .. m", """"I in futur" <tu di", 
",.here l h~y C"Ll be ")""l lu .. ~ tl,. iniH.u collditiollO 1'0.- tb" ,",,,,lutiou 01 p,."tur l~~ti<"l<, E,,' 
eXKmplo, in ~ll LTIl m,><kl ~ l1h OOLni'!l" """" bnng Ome, lei'-I =""''''1",,\1, \ !L" ,uda"", 0' 
"-'ll't",,1 j ~-iil be &lIlo"l I.JItlOgen",,,,, at earh' t im ,",. ~nd will t,h,'n I", ""I appmximM.'~ 
b) ... FLflW ,1e""ril'(i()Jl, The I1<"W ",u-i~hl O'l; ,:I'" tbeD he u,....-t.o m,l1d, tho FlR\\' initifll 
<'OD.-!ition< (}OliO t he LTfl ''''Clillticm (J(jll,1t-klilO ill " 'tr~i~IMorw"ni • .,.,- Thi, will he ,'ouoi.!ff,.l 
[l~'I'L'" in IUlure btndia< 
A ckllowledglllPllt s 
We are gralellll '0 P~dm C; FOlTdo'o ano Ro, M"~r("", [u, loelp[lLl Ji'l'll>,iun, ""d ('Omment" 
TC "kiluwled!',es the ' ''PIx,,, of _k.,,,, ('oHooge ~l'" til<' IllI'AC_ ('C "dml)\<J.--dg"" I1m<1'111( 
f .. om tbo No,;""al R"""~l Ch Rlilude t iG<L (So.,utb A:ric,,'i and Lhe lin;",.-,i')' 01 Cape l»wn 
Sf i, [tirtJ,~l by tiLe N.liOlll'l A"tl'ol'by,ir>; "'Hi Spa", Seie,,,,, I'rcwm",,", (Sm"l , 1t.f'-i~aJ 
~nd tbe N HF ('C ",,,H id lik.' to tha"k l lwo J),.i,""Ull"llt uf M lEuVh}'i", ~t the CHi",r,ily ul 
O'[l)fJ lur !L'-"'vitality "bile "-'llle of the ~-urk I"""'Ll,,,,j hf.", W,,-,, "tlldol"fllc",,_ Thb vi,i I ~'''' 
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